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(Akta 175)

peNgiklANAN perMohoNAN uNTuk MeNdAfTArkAN 
cAp dAgANgAN

Menurut seksyen 27 Akta cap dagangan 1976, permohonan-permohonan 
untuk mendaftarkan cap dagangan yang berikut telah disetuju terima dan 
adalah dengan ini diiklankan.

 Jika sesuatu permohonan untuk mendaftarkan disetuju terima dengan 
tertakluk kepada apa-apa syarat, pindaan, ubahsuaian atau batasan, 
syarat, pindaan, ubahsuaian atau batasan tersebut hendaklah dinyatakan 
dalam iklan.

 J ika sesuatu permohonan untuk mendaftarkan di  bawah  
perenggan 10(1)(e) Akta diiklankan sebelum penyetujuterimaan menurut 
subseksyen 27(2) Akta itu, perkataan-perkataan “permohonan di bawah 
perenggan 10(1)(e) yang diiklankan sebelum penyetujuterimaan menurut 
subseksyen 27(2)” hendaklah dinyatakan dalam iklan itu.

 Jika keizinan bertulis kepada pendaftaran yang dicadangkan daripada 
tuanpunya berdaftar cap dagangan yang lain atau daripada pemohon yang 
lain telah diserahkan, perkataan-perkataan “dengan keizinan” hendaklah 
dinyatakan dalam iklan, menurut peraturan 33(3). 
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 Notis bangkangan terhadap sesuatu permohonan untuk mendaftarkan 
suatu cap dagangan boleh diserahkan, melainkan jika dilanjutkan atas 
budi bicara pendaftar, dalam tempoh dua bulan dari tarikh Warta ini, 
menggunakan Borang cd 7 berserta fi yang ditetapkan.

TRADE MARKS ACT 1976
(Act 175)

ADVERTISEMENT OF APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF
TRADE MARKS

Pursuant to section 27 of the Trade Marks Act 1976, the following 
applications for registration of trade marks have been accepted and are 
hereby advertised.

 Where an application for registration is accepted subject to any conditions, 
amendments, modifications or limitations, such conditions, amendments, 
modifications or limitations shall appear in the advertisement.

 Where an application for registration under paragraph 10(1)(e) of the Act 
are advertised before acceptance pursuant to subsection 27(2) thereof, the 
words “Application under paragraph 10(1)(e) advertised before acceptance 
pursuant to subsection 27(2)” shall appear in the advertisement.

 Where written consent to the proposed registration of the registered 
proprietor of another trade mark or of another applicant has been lodged, 
the words “By Consent” shall appear in the advertisement, pursuant to 
regulation 33(3).

 Notice of opposition to an application for registration of a trade marks 
may be lodged, unless extended at the discretion of the Registrar, within 
two months from the date of this gazette, on Form TM 7 accompanied by 
the prescribed fee.
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CLASS : 1 

2012056264         10 August 2012 

LAI WOEI YANG; J 3924 77500, BATANG MELAKA, 
MELAKA MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Chong Han Song, Cimage Sdn. Bhd. DT. 
3658-1, Jalan Angkasa Nuri 21 Taman Angkasa Nuri 
76100 Melaka 

Acetate of cellulose, unprocessed; acetic anhydride; acetone; adhesive preparations for surgical 
bandages; adhesives for billposting; adhesives for industrial purposes; adhesives for paperhanging; 
adhesives for wall tiles; adhesives used in industry; anti-boil preparations for engine coolants; benzoic 
acid; brake fluid; carbide; cellulose; cellulose esters for industrial purposes; cement preservatives, 
except paints and oil; ceramic glazings; chemical; chemical intensifiers for paper; chemical intensifiers 
for rubber; chemical preparations for facilitating the alloying of metals; chemical preparations for 
scientific purposes [other than for medical or veterinary use]; chemical reagents [other than for 
medical or veterinary purposes]; chemical substances for analyses in laboratories [other than for 
medical or veterinary purposes]; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; chemicals, except 
fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; chemicals for forestry, except 
fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chimney cleaners; coolants for vehicle 
engines; cymene; ethane; ethyl alcohol; ethyl ether; fire extinguishing compositions; fluorine; fluids 
for hydraulic circuits; fungicides; glycerides; glycerides for industrial purposes; glycol; glycol ether; 
grease-removing preparations for use in manufacturing processes; gum arabic for industrial 
purposes; gum solvents; gum for use in manufactures; gums [adhesives] other than for stationery or 
household purposes; hydrochloric acid; hydrofluoric acid; hydrogen; hydrogen peroxide; liquids for 
hydraulic circuits; mastic for tires; manures; manure for agriculture; methane; methyl benzene; methyl 
benzol; methyl ether; oil-bleaching chemicals; oil-purifying chemicals; oils for preparing leather in the 
course of manufacture; paper pulp; photographic developers; photographic emulsions; photographic 
paper; photographic sensitizers; sodium; sodium salts [chemical preparations]; soldering chemicals; 
soldering fluxes; tanning substances; tempering and soldering preparations; tire repairing 
compositions; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; vinic alcohol; water purifying 
chemicals; waterproofing chemicals except paints; water-softening preparations; all included in Class 
1.
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CLASS : 3 

2014003656         01 April 2014 

Jack Black, L.L.C.; 2025 West Beltline Road Suite 120, 
Carollton, Texas 75006, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA 

AGENT: Zaharizan Ahmed Meah, Drewmarks Patents & 
Designs (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd 9th Floor, Bangunan Getah 
Asli (Menara) 148 Jalan Ampang 50450 Kuala Lumpur 

Cosmetics; make-up products and preparations; non-medicated preparations for the care of the face, 
skin, body, hair, hands, scalps, nails and teeth; perfumery; toilet waters, essential oils; toiletries; 
cosmetic products for protection against the sun; sun block preparations, sun screen preparations, 
sunscreens; skin emollients, skin lotions, skin creams, skin moisturizers, body lotions, body creams, 
skin cleansing lotions, skin cleansing creams, exfoliants for skin, moisturizing solutions for the skin, 
non-medicated skin care preparations; hand creams, eye creams, facial lotions, facial creams, facial 
moisturizers, facial cleansers, facial hydrators, facial skin serum, facial skin treatments, face oil, skin 
toner, skin conditioners, skin refreshers; non-medicated lip balm, cosmetics, namely lip balms, make-
up kits comprised of lip balms; pre-shave preparations; pre-shave creams, pre-shave oils, pre-shave 
facial moisturizers; after-shave lotions, after-shave balm, after-shave conditioner, after-shave facial 
moisturizers, after-shave preparations; shaving balm, shaving gel, shaving creams, shaving lotions, 
shaving soaps, shaving preparations, shave oil; skin care preparations and treatments, namely, 
mattifying gels, mattifying creams, mattifying lotions, oil control lotions, oil control gels, oil control 
creams; skin oil absorbers, namely, creams, lotions, gels, serums, toners, emulsions, foams, masks,
fluids, powders; non-medicated skin care and shaving preparations for controlling ingrown hairs, razor 
burns and razor bumps, ingrown hair remover, non-medicated skin treatments for the prevention of 
ingrown hair and shaving burns, non-medicated skin care lotions for relief of irritation associated with 
shaving, including bumps and burns, non-medicated lotion for treatment of razor caused skin bumps; 
bath oils, bath gels, shower gels, body scrubs, body wash, skin soap, bar soap, liquid soaps for hands, 
face and body, facial soaps, soaps for body care, soaps for personal use, bath soaps in liquid, solid 
or gel form, antibacterial soap, loofah soaps, hand soaps, 3-in-1 soap bars for use as soap, shampoo 
and conditioner, facial scrubs, cuticle oil, foot oil, oil for face, skin and body; non-medicated bath 
preparations, non-medicated bath salt; body powder, body oil, non-medicated foot powder, 
antiperspirants, deodorants, personal deodorants, deodorants for body care; hair styling preparations, 
hair pomade, hair gel, hair lotion, hair oil, hair shampoos, hair conditioners; cologne, perfume, 
fragrances for personal use, massage oil, aromatic oil; astringents for cosmetic purposes, beauty 
masks, facial masks; anti-aging creams, anti-wrinkle creams, wrinkle removing skin care 
preparations; facial cleaning preparations, namely, salicylic acne cleanser not for medical purposes; 
non-medicated acne treatment preparations; all included in Class 3.
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CLASS : 5 

05012437         27 July 2005 

International priority date claimed : 28 January 2005,
japan

Medical and pharmaceutical preparations (both prescription 
and over-the-counter) for use in connection with humans and 
animals; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary 
purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; all 
included in Class 05.

Dainippon Sumitomo Pharma Co., Ltd.; 6-8, Doshomachi 
2-Chome Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi , OSAKA, JAPAN 

AGENT: Caroline Anne A/P Francis Xavier Money, RamRais 
& Partners 

CLASS : 5 

09015508         09 September 2009 

International priority date claimed : 07 April 2009,
people's republic of china

The transliteration and translation of the chinese characters 
appearing in the mark is “ching, wan, hung” meaning “capital, 
forever, prosperity” respectively.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the chinese characters meaning “prosperity”.

Medicines for human purposes; prepared chinese medicine; 
medicinal oils; liniments; medicated alcohol; pharmaceutical 
preparations for skin care; capsules for pharmaceutical 
purposes; paste, oil formulation, cooling oil (for medicinal 
purpose); all included in Class 5.

TIANJIN DARENTANG JINGWANHONG 
PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.; NO. 20, DAMING ROAD, 
XIQING DISTRICT, TIANJIN, -, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF 
CHINA 

AGENT: David Oh Kit Yan, Mindvault Sdn Bhd Suite B-10-11 
Plaza Mont Kiara No. 2 Jalan Kiara, Mont Kiara 50480 Kuala 
Lumpur 

class : 5

class : 5
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CLASS : 5 

2013008259         14 June 2013 

Institute Hyalual GmbH; Birkenstrasse 47 6343 
Rotkreuz , SWITZERLAND 

AGENT: Caroline Anne A/P Francis Xavier 
Money, RamRais & Partners 

Pharmaceutical preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical use; dietary supplements for humans; plasters, materials for 
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 
fungicides; anti-aging medical and pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for skin 
care; skin regenerating medical and pharmaceutical preparations; skin rejuvenating medical and 
pharmaceutical preparations; adjuvants for medical purposes; aloe vera preparations for 
pharmaceutical purposes; anaesthetics; analgesics; anti-uric preparations; antihypoxic preparations; 
antibacterial preparations for medical purposes; antibiotics; antioxidant medical and pharmaceutical 
preparations; antioxidant pills; antiparasitic preparations; antiseptics; bacterial preparations for 
medical use; bacteriological preparations for medical use; balms for medical purposes; balsamic 
preparations for medical purposes; bicarbonate of soda for pharmaceutical purposes; biocides; 
biological preparations for medical purposes; blood for medical purposes; bone cement for surgical 
and orthopaedic purposes; bracelets for medical purposes; bromine for pharmaceutical purposes; 
bronchodilating preparations; preparations for the treatment of burns; calomel; caustics for 
pharmaceutical purposes; charcoal for pharmaceutical purposes; chemical preparations for 
pharmaceutical purposes; chemical preparations for medical purposes; chemico-pharmaceutical 
preparations; chloroform; compresses; medicines for alleviating constipation; chemical 
contraceptives; cooling sprays for medical purposes; cotton for medical purposes; creosote for 
pharmaceutical purposes; depuratives; detergents for medical purposes; chemical preparations for 
the diagnosis of pregnancy; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for 
medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for 
medical use; digestives for pharmaceutical purposes; digitalin; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; 
disintoxicants; medicinal drinks; drugs for medical purposes; elixirs (pharmaceutical preparations); 
enzyme preparations for medical purposes; enzyme dietary supplements; esters for pharmaceutical 
purposes; febrifuges; ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; fumigation preparations for medical 
purposes; fungicides; germicides; glucose for medical purposes; glucose dietary supplements; 
hemoglobin; haemorrhoid preparations; articles for headache; hormones for medical purposes; 
surgical implants (living tissues); medicinal infusions; medical and pharmaceutical preparations for 
correction of metabolic disorders; medicinal solutions, medicinal solutions for injections; infusion 
solutions; iodine for pharmaceutical purposes; isotopes for medical purposes; laxatives; lotions for 
pharmaceutical purposes; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; medicines for human 
purposes; cultures of microorganisms for medical use; nerviness; nutritional supplements; nutritional 
substances, protein food substitutes; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; pastilles for 
pharmaceutical purposes; blood plasma; blood substitutes; solutions for perfusion (medical 
preparations); plasma substitutes; purgatives; chemical reagents for medical purposes; sedatives; 
serums; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; sodium salts for medical purposes; soporifics; 
stem cells for medical purposes; sterilising preparations; steroids; styptic preparations; 
sulphonamides (medicines); sunburn preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; sunburn ointments; 
suppositories; tincture of iodine; tinctures for medical purposes; preparations of trace elements for 
human and animal use; vaccines; vasoprotective medical and pharmaceutical preparations; 
vermifuges; vermin destroying preparations; vesicants; vitamin preparations; all included in Class 5.

class : 5
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CLASS : 5 

2013004408         25 March 2013 

International priority date claimed : 25 September 2012,
Germany

Pharmaceutical preparations included in Class 5.

Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH; Alfred-Nobel-Strabe10 
40789 Monheim am Rhein , GERMANY 

AGENT: Karen Navamani Abraham, Shearn Delamore & Co. 

CLASS : 5 

2013009460         04 July 2013 

The transliteration and translation of the Chinese characters 
appearing in the mark is “nin de xing yun tian shi” meaning 
“your lucky angel that helps you conceive successfully”.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the Chinese characters meaning “your lucky 
angel that helps you conceive successfully”.

Ovulation tester and pregnancy tester; all included in Class
5.

Ng Sok Ling; No. A/46, Taman Selayang Fasa 2 Jalan 
Sultanah Sambongan 05350, Alor Setar, Kedah, Malaysia 

CLASS : 5 

2013011014         05 August 2013 

Pharmaceutical preparations and substances; all included in 
Class 5.

AstraZeneca AB; Vastra Malarehamnen 9 S-151 85 
Sodertalje , SWEDEN 

AGENT: Patrick Mirandah, Patrick Mirandah Co. (M) Sdn. 
Bhd. Suite 3B-19-3, Plaza Sentral Jalan Stesen Sentral 5 
50470 Kuala Lumpur 

class : 5

class : 5

class : 5
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CLASS : 5 

2013014305         14 October 2013 

The transliteration of the chinese characters of which the 
mark consists is 'nian yan fang' which has no meaning.

Nin Jiom Medicine Manufactory (H.K.) Limited; Block A, 
16th Floor, Texaco Industrial Centre 256-264 Texaco Road 
Tsuen Wan , HONG KONG 

AGENT: Gerald Peter Samuel, Marks & Clerk (Malaysia) Sdn 
Bhd P.O. Box 11182 50738 Kuala Lumpur 

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; chinese medicines; cough syrups, mixtures, 
medicines and lozenges; pharmaceutical preparations for coughs and colds; medicinal drinks; vitamin 
preparations; royal jelly; chinese ready made medicinal powder; syrups for pharmaceutical purposes; 
medicinal herb teas; chemical preparations for medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for 
medical purposes; all included in Class 5.

CLASS : 5 

2013014377         16 October 2013 

International priority date claimed : 20 September 2013,
singapore

Filled ampoules of pharmaceutical preparations; filled 
syringes for medical purposes (containing pharmaceuticals); 
filled vials of pharmaceutical preparations; pre-filled syringes 
for medical use; dermatological preparations (medicated); 
injectable preparations for the transdermal delivery of 
pharmaceuticals; injectable solutions for the transdermal 
delivery of pharmaceuticals; topical dermatological products 
for medical purposes; anti-aging aids for medical use; anti-
aging preparations for medical use; anti- aging products for 
medical use; all included in Class 5.

A. Menarini Asia-Pacific Holdings Pte Ltd; 30 Pasir 
Panjang Road, #08-32, Mapletree Business City, 117440, 
SINGAPORE 

AGENT: Bahari Yeow Tien Hong, Lee Hishammuddin Allen 
& Gledhill Level 16, Menara Tokio Marine Life 189, Jalan Tun 
Razak 50400 Kuala Lumpur 

class : 5

class : 5
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CLASS : 5 

2013016061         25 November 2013 

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'ultra"

A. Menarini Asia-Pacific Holdings Pte Ltd; 30 Pasir 
Panjang Road, #08-32, Mapletree Business City, 
117440, SINGAPORE 

AGENT: Bahari Yeow Tien Hong, Lee Hishammuddin 
Allen & Gledhill Level 16, Menara Tokio Marine Life 
189, Jalan Tun Razak 50400 Kuala Lumpur 

Anti-allergy preparations; body creams (medicated); body lotions for medical purposes; 
dermatological creams and preparations (medicated); external dermatological preparations; hand 
creams for medical use; healthcare preparations and substances [medicinal]; lotions for 
pharmaceutical purposes; medical dressings; medicated creams for hydrating and moisturising the 
skin; medicated creams for protection of the skin; medicated creams for softening and soothing the 
skin; medicated creams for the body, hands and skin; medicated creams and lotions; medicated 
lotions for the body and hands; medicated preparations for the regeneration of the skin; medicated 
preparations for the treatment of disorders of the skin; medicated preparations for the treatment of 
skin diseases; medicated preparations for the treatment of the skin; medicated preparations for use 
on dry skin; medicated preparations for use on the skin; medicated preparations in the form of creams; 
medicated protective creams; medicated skin care preparations; medicated skin creams and skin 
lotions; medicinal creams for the protection of the skin; moisturising creams and lotions 
(pharmaceutical); moisturising lotions for the body (pharmaceutical); moisturising preparations for use 
on the skin (pharmaceutical); moisturising skin creams and skin lotions (pharmaceutical); moisturizing 
creams (pharmaceutical); pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances; 
pharmaceutical preparations for application to the skin; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the topical treatment of dermatological disorders; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of dermatological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for topical 
use; preparations for care of the skin (medical); preparations for the care of the skin (medicated); 
preparations for the skin (medicated); preparations for the treatment of eczema; preparations for the 
treatment of the skin; skin care creams for medical use; skin care lotions and preparations 
(medicated); skin care products (medicated); skin creams, emollients and lotions (medicated); sun 
skin care products for medical purposes; therapeutic creams (medical); topical anti-pruritic 
preparations; topical dermatological products for medical purposes; all included in Class 5.
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CLASS : 5 

2013060677         09 October 2013 

Dietary supplemental drinks; herbal beverages for 
medicinal use; mineral drinks (medicated); vitamin 
drinks; beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; all 
included in Class 05.

JOYAMAZE SDN. BHD.; NO. 111, TAMAN BERJAYA, 
JALAN PEGAWAI, 05050, ALOR SETAR, KEDAH 
MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Chung Chee Yien, NBS Intellectual Sdn. Bhd. 

CLASS : 5 

2013061031         17 October 2013 

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the numerals "ii".

GlucosCare International Pte Ltd; 2 Alexandra Road, 
#02-08 Delta House, 159919, SINGAPORE 

AGENT: Liew Shie Ying, Wong Jin Nee & Teo 13A-5
Level 13A, Menara Milenium 8, Jalan Damanlela, Bukit 
Damansara 50490 Kuala Lumpur 

Diabetic foodstuffs adapted for medical use; dietary food supplements for medical use; dietary 
nutritional supplements for medical use; dietary supplements for medical use; dietetic beverages 
adapted for medical purposes; dietetic drinks adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food 
supplements adapted for medical purposes; dietetic foods for use in clinical nutrition; dietetic 
preparations adapted for medical use; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dietetic 
substances for medical use; dietetic substances for medicinal purposes; extracts of medicinal herbs; 
food supplements for medical purposes; herb preparations for medicinal purposes; herbal beverages 
for medicinal use; herbal extracts for medicinal purposes; herbal medicine; herbal preparations for 
medicinal purposes; herbal preparations for use in medicine; herbal remedies; herbal tea for medicinal 
use; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; herbs for medicinal purposes; medicated food supplements; 
medicated preparations for use as supplements for food; medicated supplements for food; medicated 
supplements for foodstuffs for human consumption; medicinal food supplements for diabetics; 
medicinal food supplements for nutritional purposes; medicinal herbal preparations for medical 
purposes; medicinal herbs; medicinal tea; nutritional preparations for medical use; nutritional 
supplements; nutritional supplements for medical use; pharmaceutical preparations for health care; 
preparations for medicinal purposes derived from herbs; preparations of herbs for medicinal use; tea 
for medicinal purposes; proprietary formulation of herbal tea ingredients, proprietary formulation of 
herbal tea ingredients for weight conscious, proprietary formulation of herbal tea ingredients to lower 
blood sugar, proprietary formulation of herbal tea ingredients to reduce blood lipid level; all included 
in Class 5.

class : 5

class : 5
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CLASS : 5 

2014005053         05 May 2014 

Pharmaceutical preparations included in Class 5.

Sanofi; 54 rue La Boetie 75008, PARIS, FRANCE 

AGENT: Roshayati Abdul Ghani, Drewmarks Patents &
Designs (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. 

CLASS : 5 

2014050079         03 January 2014 

Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for medical purposes, 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, nutritional 
supplement, food for babies; all included in Class 5.

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED ; 384, 
Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial 
Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, Muang Samutprakarn District, 
Samutprakarn Province, THAILAND 

AGENT: Goh Mei Ling, Henry Goh & Co. Sdn. Bhd. 

CLASS : 5 

2014050082         03 January 2014 

The trade mark is limited to the colours as shown in the 
representation on the form of application.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words "mega we care".

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED ; 384, 
Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial 
Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, Muang Samutprakarn District, 
Samutprakarn Province, , THAILAND 

AGENT: Goh Mei Ling, Henry Goh & Co. Sdn. Bhd. 

Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted for medical 
use, nutritional supplement, food for babies; all included in Class 5.

class : 5

class : 5

class : 5
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CLASS : 5 

99008942         14 September 1999 

Advertisement of a series of 2 trade marks

The first trade mark in the series is limited to the colour 
as shown in the representation on the form of 
application.

CCM PHARMACEUTICALS SDN. BHD.; 13TH FLOOR, 
MENARA PNB, 201-A JALAN TUN RAZAK, 50400, 
WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN KUALA LUMPUR 
MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Chew Phye Keat, Raja, Darryl & Loh 18th Floor, 
Wisma Sime Darby Jalan Raja Laut 50350 Kuala 
Lumpur 

Laxatives, lecithin for medical purposes, liniments, linseed for pharmaceutical purposes, linseed meal 
for pharmaceutical purposes, liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes, lotions for pharmaceutical 
purposes, lozenges for pharmaceutical purposes, medicinal herbs, medicinal oils, medicinal roots, 
medicinal tea, medicines for human purposes, preparations of microorganisms for medical and 
veterinary use, milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes, cod liver oil, pastilles for pharmaceutical 
purposes, pepsins for pharmaceutical purposes, pharmaceutical preparations, pills for 
pharmaceutical purposes, medicated confectionery; vitamin preparations; edible plant fibres [non-
nutritive]; royal jelly for medical purposes; medicinal preparations for slimming purposes; all included 
in Class 5.

CLASS : 6 

00018465         20 December 2000 

BHP STEEL LIMITED; 1 YORK STREET, SYDNEY, 
NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA. AUSTRALIA 

AGENT: Foong Seet Fun, Drewmarks Patents & 
Designs (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. 9th Floor, Bangunan 
Getah Asli (Menara) 148 Jalan Ampang 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur 

Common metals and their alloys including metal strip, sheet, coil, slab and plate; metal building 
materials including metal roof and wall cladding, metal roof and floor decking, ceiling battens, trusses, 
purlins, structural decking, metal formwork, metal mesh, expanded metals, facias, guttering, ridge 
capping and downpipes; metal building frames, framing sections and accessories for residential and 
commercial buildings; wire and wire products; metal fencing materials; pipes and tubes of metal; non-
electric cable and wire of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware including nails, 
rivets, nuts, bolts, brackets and clips; all included in Class 6.

class : 5
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CLASS : 6 

2013050311         14 January 2013 

The trade mark is limited to the colours as shown in the 
representation on the form of application.

SYARIKAT PERNIAGAAN K.T. ALUMINIUM SDN 
BHD; NO.48-54, JALAN TEMENGGONG, PASIR 
PUTIH, 31650, IPOH, PERAK MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Lim Bee Chian, IP Advantage Sdn Bhd No. 
29A (1st Floor), Jalan Kledang Timur 1 Bandar Baru 
Menglembu 31450 Ipoh 

Aluminium; aluminium and metal ladder; aluminium skyscraper; aluminium safety step; aluminium 
ladder accessories; aluminium ladder rungs; aluminium fire escape ladder; aluminium pilot ladder; 
aluminium ladder platform; aluminium stool ladder; aluminium ladder trolley; aluminium stair 
ladder;aluminium curtain wall; aluminium curtain railing fittings and aluminium accessory; aluminium 
doors and windows accessories, rollers, locksets, fasterners, metals handles; aluminium frames; 
aluminium products for signs; aluminium profiles; aluminium sheets; building panels made of rolled 
aluminium; building panels of aluminium; extruded aluminium profiles; extrusions of aluminium; 
frameworks of aluminium for building; multilayer panels of aluminium; multilayer panels of aluminium 
alloys; aluminium and metal ladder; products made of aluminium; roof flashings of aluminium; sheets 
of aluminium; sheets with an aluminium base for packaging purposes; aluminium and metal poles for 
mopping and hanger; clothes hangers of aluminium and metal; rubbish chute of aluminium and metal; 
common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials 
of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items 
of metal hardware, screws, bolts and nuts, aluminium rivets, flush bolts, galvanised iron (g.i.) 
suspension ceiling tee, galvanised iron (g.i.) channel stud; pipes and tubes of metal; goods of common 
metal [not included in other Classes]; ores; fittings of metal for building; girders of metal; ingots of 
common metal; busts of non-precious metal; loading gauge rods, of metal, for railway waggons; doors 
of metal; paving blocks of metal; iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; tinplate; closures of metal for 
containers; bronzes [works of art]; works of art of common metal; telephone booths of metal; ropes of 
metal; telpher cables; framework of metal for building; skating rinks [structures of metal]; pillars of 
metal for buildings; buildings of metal; roofing of metal; scaffolding of metal; reinforcing materials, of 
metal, for concrete; reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts; reinforcing materials of metal for 
pipes; reinforcing materials of metal for building; materials of metal for funicular railway permanent 
ways; railway material of metal; refractory construction materials of metal; steel masts; sheets and 
plates of metal; monuments of metal; porches of metal [building]; fish plates [rails]; flashing of metal, 
for building; duckboards of metal; braces of metal for handling loads; linings of metal [building]; fences 
of metal; shuttering of metal for concrete; posts of metal for electric lines; platforms, prefabricated, of 
metal; transport pallets of metal; tiles of metal for building; handling pallets of metal; roof coverings of 
metal; floors of metal; rails of metal; iron ores; ores of metal; chrome ores; alloys of common metal; 
statues of common metal; figurines [statuettes] of common metal; posts of metal; railway points; slings 
of metal for handling loads; pipework of metal; aluminium foil; foils of metal for wrapping and 
packaging; chains of metal; roofing tiles of metal; railroad ties of metal; clad steel plates and sheets 
which included in class 06.
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CLASS : 6 

2014004832         29 April 2014 

Altema System Sdn. Bhd.; No. 3-1A, Jalan Pandan 
2/4 Pandan Jaya 55100, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Goh Nge Seung, N.S. Goh & Associates No. 
25-3B Jalan PJU 1/3C Sunwaymas Commercial Centre 
47301 Petaling Jaya 

Goods of common metal not included in other Classes; small items of metal hardware; locks; lock 
cylinders; lock bodies; lock mechanisms; push button locks; check-locks; combination locks; cylinder 
locks; door locks; drawer locks; hook-bolt locks; furniture locks; mortise locks; multipoint locks; night-
latch locks; rim locks; gate locks; screw locks; spring locks; stay locks; swing-bolt locks; utility locks; 
window locks; lockable window handles; bolts of metal (flat and lock bolt); deadbolts; door bolts; 
hinges of metal; window casement bolts; dead locks; padlocks; armoured padlocks; latches; keys; 
key blanks; safes door chains and security chains of metal; fittings of metal; door springs (non-
electric); door bells (non-electric); door closers (non-electric); door cases of metal; door frames of 
metal; door knockers; door openers (non-electric); door panels of metal; door scrapers; doors stops 
of metal; letterboxes of metal; door knobs of metal; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; all 
included in class 6.

CLASS : 6 

2014050682         21 January 2014 

International priority date claimed : 15 January 2014,
United States Of America 

The trade mark is limited to the colour as shown in the 
representation on the form of application.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'steel'.

The Timken Company; 1835 Dueber Avenue, S.W.
Canton, OH 44706 , UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AGENT: Lim Yean Yean, Wong Jin Nee & Teo 13A - 5
Level 13A, Menara Milenium 8, Jalan Damanlela, Bukit 
Damansara 50490 Kuala Lumpur 

Carbon and alloy steel in ingot, bloom, forging, billet, bar, and tube form, and carbon and alloy steel 
components in a machined, forged, formed, pierced, extruded, and cut value-added state, namely, 
semi-finished products made of carbon and alloy steel in the form of rings for bearing, automotive, 
drilling, oil, gas, engine, military, mining, construction, off-highway equipment, rail, transmission, and 
wind energy applications; all included in Class 6.
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CLASS : 7 

2012059406         30 November 2012 

Air, oil and transmission filters; all included in Class 7

Pennzoil-Quaker State Company; 700 Milam Street, 
Houston TX 77002, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AGENT: Lim Yean Yean, Wong Jin Nee & Teo 13A - 5
Level 13A, Menara Milenium 8, Jalan Damanlela, Bukit 
Damansara 50490 Kuala Lumpur 

CLASS : 7 

2013000985         16 January 2013 

Bucher Industries AG; Murzlenstrasse 80 CH-8166, 
NIEDERWENINGEN, SWITZERLAND 

AGENT: Indran A/L Shanmuganathan, Shearn 
Delamore & Co. 7th. Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong 
Hing No. 1, Leboh Ampang 50100 Kuala Lumpur 

Mechanical apparatus and machines for sweeping and cleaning of areas; suction machines and 
blowing machines; mechanical apparatus and machines for winter maintenance; snow ploughs; 
snowblower; mechanical apparatus for de-icing; mechanical apparatus and machines for sweeping 
and cleaning of airfields; elevating apparatus; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; 
mechanical spreader and sprayer; mechanical installations for spreading and spraying; agricultural 
implements (other than hand-operated) and machines and parts thereof; mechanical apparatus and 
machines for cultivation, seeding, plant maintenance, protection of plants, harvest, processing of 
harvest and feeding; tools (parts of machines) and holding devices for machine tools; ploughs; 
moulding cutter; harrows; tine rotors (parts of machines); mechanical tine tools; grubber; roller 
(machines); cultivators (machines); driller; sowers (machines); planter (machines); manure distributor; 
spraying device; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; handling arms; shredder and cutter 
(machines); chaff cutter; chaff cutter blades; harvesting machines; mower (pulled or mounted); 
machines for processing of mow; knives for mowing machines; machines for haymaking; tedders 
(machines); rakes (machines); reapers and binders; presses (machines for industrial purposes); 
fodder presses; wrapping machines (enveloping machines); conveyors (machines); feed mixers; feed 
mixer wagons; apparatus, machines and blowers for loading and distribution for feeding; silage cutters 
and feeders; straw blowers; apparatus and machines for landscape maintenance and lawn 
maintenance; machines for roadside maintenance; slope mower; lawnmowers; parts for the aforesaid 
machines and apparatus; mechanical apparatus, machines and installations and parts thereof for 
harvest, transport, reception, processing and treatment of fruits and their parts; mechanical extractors; 
mechanical apparatus and machines and parts thereof for making, processing and treatment of juices; 
apparatus and machines and parts thereof for making, processing and treatment of wine; hoppers 
(mechanical discharging); machines, apparatus (electric) and installations for cleaning; sorting 
machines; sorting tables (machines); stemmer; wine presses (machines); fruit presses (machines); 
mills (machines); filters (parts of machines or engines); filtering installations; filtering machines; filter 
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presses (machines); mash heaters (machine parts); separating machines and installations; pumps 
(parts of machines or engines); pumps (machines); belts conveyors; concentrators (machines); 
absorber; ion exchanger (machines); installations (of mechanical apparatus) for maceration and 
fermentation; hydraulic drivers and controls and parts thereof for machines, installations and 
apparatus; hydraulic lifts, escalators, moving staircases and parts thereof hydraulic drivers and 
controls for machine tools, smelter and rolling mills, woodworking and woodprocessing machines, 
rubber and plastic machines, in particular blow moulding and injection moulding machines, 
mineworking machines, agricultural machines, agricultural and forest tractor, printing machines, paper 
machines; machines for the textile industry; hydraulic drivers and controls for construction and 
building equipment, in particular machines for surface and underground construction, concrete 
mixers, earth moving machines, excavators, road making machines, railroad construction machines, 
ceramic and glass machines as well as parts thereof hydraulic drivers and controls for conveyors 
(machines), in particular cranes (lifting and hoisting apparatus), elevating apparatus, lifting platform, 
lifting gear, platform for lifting persons, belt and continuous conveyors; hydraulic drivers and controls 
for wind- power and water-power plants; hydraulic drivers and controls for machines for production of 
energy; hydraulic door openers (parts of machines); pneumatic door openers (parts of machines); 
hydraulic drivers and controls for machines, installations and apparatus in the field of defense 
technology; hydraulic drivers and controls for fun ride; hydraulic pumps (machines); hydraulic motors; 
transmissions (not for land- vehicles); couplings (not for land-vehicles); valves (machines, not for land-
vehicles); cylinders for machines and engines; pneumatic controls for machines and engines; glass 
working machines; mechanical apparatus, machines and installations and parts thereof for making 
and treatment of glass containers; mechanical apparatus, machines and installations for glass 
conditioning; mechanical apparatus, machines and installations for gob forming; mechanical 
apparatus, machines and installations and parts thereof for transportation of glass containers; 
switcher (parts of machines); robots (machines); pressure regulators (parts of machines); supplying 
and filling apparatus, machines and installations; pusher (parts of machines); mechanical injectors as 
well as machines and installations thereof; radiators (cooling) for machines; compressors for 
refrigerators; presses for dehydrating of municipal and industrial mud; pump diaphragms for making, 
processing and treatment of wine and juices; dosage machines; hydraulic drives and controls for 
simulators for the steering and control of vehicles and air vehicles; hydraulic drives and controls for 
life saving apparatus and equipment; hydraulic drives and controls for fire service equipment and tire 
engine; hydraulic drives and controls for apparatus and installations for producing, conducting, 
switching, converting, accumulating, regulating and controlling of electricity; hydraulic drives and 
controls for high- voltage switch gear; hydraulic drives and controls for solar collector; hydraulic drives 
and controls for steam engines; hydraulic drives and controls for and parts thereof for land vehicles, 
water vehicles, aircraft, cranes, fork lift trucks, loader, skip loader, road vehicles, omnibuses, vans 
(vehicles), tractor, vehicle chassis, railway rolling stock, hydraulic drives and controls and parts 
thereof for offshore technology; hydraulic drives and controls for cable transport apparatus and 
installations, railroad and floor conveyor; hydraulic drives and controls for vehicles of showman; all 
included in Class 7.

class : 7—cont.
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CLASS : 7 

2013050388         16 January 2013 

International priority date claimed : 24 July 2012,
Germany

WILO SE; Nortkirchenstr. 100 44263, Dortmund, 
GERMANY 

AGENT: Chew Phye Keat, Raja, Darryl & Loh 18th 
Floor, Wisma Sime Darby Jalan Raja Laut 50350 
Kuala Lumpur 

Machines for the chemical industry, beverage industry, agriculture, metal treating, textile industry, 
waste disposal and waste process industry, food industry, wood processing and plastics processing, 
as well as machine tools; mechanical apparatus and instruments for the pressure increase of water; 
couplings and transmission components, other than for land vehicles; agricultural implements, other 
than hand-operated; pumps for heating installations; pumps being machines, in particular for building 
installations, for water supply and water disposal and for industry and agriculture (other than pumps 
for medical purposes and air pumps), cleaning apparatus and systems; base plate mounted pumps; 
glanded pumps; glandless pumps; multi-stage centrifugal pumps; borehole pumps; effluent pumps; 
sewage pumps; pumps being machines and pump systems consisting thereof for drinking and 
process water, wastewater, ground water, wastewater treatment, drainage, all included in Class 7; 
pumps for pressure increase; insulation jackets being parts of pumps; mixers and stirring units being 
machines for wastewater treatment; elevating apparatus being machines; mechanical elevating 
apparatus for wastewater and excrements; spare parts for pumps, included in class 7; motors, in 
particular electric motors, other than for land vehicles; spare parts for motors, included in class 7; 
crankcases for machines, motors and engines; control mechanisms for machines, motors and 
engines; fittings for engine boilers; joints being parts of engines; speed governors for machines, 
motors and engines; speed adjusters for machines, motors and engines; pressure reducers being 
parts of machines; pressure regulators being parts of machines; pressure valves being parts of 
machines; electrically operated brushes being parts of machines; filters being parts of machines, 
motors or engines; taps being parts of machines, motors or engines; couplings, other than for land 
vehicles; compressors for refrigerators; pumps being parts of machines, motors or engines; pump 
diaphragms; regulators being parts of machines; slides being parts of machines; ventilators for 
motors; valves being parts of machines; self-regulating fuel pumps; all included in class 7.
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CLASS : 7 

2013051862         04 March 2013 

JIANGSU DONGCHENG POWER TOOLS CO., LTD.;
INDUSTRIAL PARK, TIANFEN TOWN, QIDONG CITY, 
JIANGSU 226244, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

AGENT: Herlina Khamisiah Sauli, Tiger Intellectual Sdn 
Bhd Suite 2.16, Desa Complex Jalan Kepong 52100 
Kuala Lumpur 

Lawnmowers, machines; hair clipping machines for animals; blades, parts of machine; 
electromechanical food preparation machines; electric food processing machines; electric fruit 
presses, for household purposes; electric blenders, for household purposes; pharmacy processing 
machines; drug pulverizes; polishing machines for polishing glass; concrete vibrators, machines; 
electric marble cutters; elevating apparatus; threading machines; chain saws; metal drawing 
machines; hoods, parts of machines; drilling bits for machine; tungsten-carbide tipped bits; diamond 
core bits; circular saws; diamond saw blades; tungsten-carbide saw blades; grinding wheels, parts of 
machines; resinous grinding wheels, parts of machines; knives, parts of machines; metalworking 
machines; hand-held tools other than hand-operated, include electric power tools, pneumatic tools, 
gasoline tools, all for the construction, decoration, hardware processing, automobile maintains and 
botanical garden afforestation industry; electric power tools, namely, electric hand-held drills, electric 
impact drills, electric screwdrivers, electric mixers, electric wrenches, electric diamond core drills, 
diamond drills with water source, electric rotary hammers, electric demolition hammers, electric 
percussion hammers, electric power scrapers & excavators, electric reciprocating saws, electric table 
saws, electric band saws, electric chain saws, electric circular saws, electric jig saws, electric mitre 
saws, electric cut-off machines, electric angle grinders, electric disc grinders, electric straight grinders, 
electric bench grinders, electric grinders, electric sanders, electric belt sanders, electric disc polishers 
& sanders, electric die grinders, electric grinders with tungsten steel saw blade, electric shears, 
electric groove cutters, electric trimmers, electric plate jointers, electric wood routers, electric planers, 
wood planing machines, planning machines for metalworking, industrial electric blowers for dust 
removing not for ventilation and air conditioner, electric lawn croppers ,electric fence croppers, electric 
secateurs & pruners, electric hedge trimmers, electric grass shears, cordless power tools, and parts 
therefore; hand-held pneumatic tools, namely, pneumatic nail guns, pneumatic drills, pneumatic 
sanders, pneumatic screwdrivers, pneumatic grinders, pneumatic polishers, and parts therefore; 
gasoline tools, namely, gasoline saws, gasoline chain saws, gasoline lawn mowers, gasoline fence 
croppers, and parts therefore; hydraulic handiwork tools; eyeglass slice machining equipment; spray 
guns for paint; spray-paint machines; generators; electric motors other than for land vehicles; brushes, 
parts of machines; carbon brushes, parts of machines; stators, parts of machines; rotors, parts of 
machines; motor housing, parts of power tools; compressed air pumps; pumps, machines; air 
compressors; grease rings, parts of machines; transmissions for machines; gears other than for land 
vehicles; machinery leather parts (rollers, loops, mats, bowls); mechanical seals; bearings, parts of 
machines; belts for machines; electric welding apparatus; electric welding machines; vacuum 
cleaners; electric cleaning machines & apparatus for garbage disposal; high pressure washers; 
electric waxers; sewage pulverisers; electric shoe polishers; all included in Class 7.
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CLASS : 7 

2013055092         29 May 2013 

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the word “electric”.

FUJI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.; 1-1, Tanabeshinden, 
Kawasaki-ku, Kawasaki-shi, 210-9530, Kanagawa , 
JAPAN 

AGENT: Chew Phye Keat, Raja, Darryl & Loh 18th 
Floor, Wisma Sime Darby Jalan Raja Laut 50350 
Kuala Lumpur

Metalworking machines and tools; construction machines and apparatus; loading-unloading 
machines and apparatus; chemical processing machines and apparatus; textile machines and 
apparatus; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, or veneer 
or plywood making machines and apparatus; pulp making, papermaking or paper-working machines 
and apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; plastic processing machines and 
apparatus; semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; machines and apparatus for 
manufacturing rubber goods; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles (other than "water mills" 
and "wind mills"); water mills; windmills; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; automatic 
stamping machines; electric washing machines for industrial purposes; food mixing machines for 
commercial use; food peeling machines for commercial use; dish washing machines for industrial 
purposes; food cutting, chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; electric wax-polishing 
machines for industrial purposes; vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; machines and apparatus 
for repairing and fixing other machinery; mechanical parking systems; waste compacting machines 
and apparatus; waste crushing machines; starters for motors and engines; ac motors and dc motors 
(not including those for land vehicles but including "parts" for any ac motors and dc motors); ac 
generators (alternators); dc generators; metalworking machine tools, namely, metalworking machines 
for cutting, etching and engraving metals by means of laser; punching presses (for metalworking); 
shaping machines (for metalworking); metal sawing machines; grinding machines (for metalworking); 
perforating machines (for metalworking); cutting machines (for metalworking); lathes (for 
metalworking); slotting machines (for metalworking); boring machines (for metalworking); threading 
machines; nut tapping machines; gear cutting and finishing machines; milling machines (for 
metalworking); broaching machines (for metalworking); planning machines (for metalworking); honing 
machines (for metalworking); drilling machines (for metalworking); lapping machines (for 
metalworking); primary metal forming machines and apparatus; rolling mills (for metalworking); tubing 
mills (for metalworking); wire extruding machines; wire drawing machines; secondary metal forming 
machines and apparatus; mechanical presses (for metalworking); hydraulic presses (for 
metalworking); shearing machines (for metalworking); forging machines; bending machines (for 
metalworking); oil hydraulic presses (for metalworking); wire forming machines; gas welding 
machines; oxy acetylene welding and cutting machines; electric welding machines; power driven hand 
held tools; chemical fiber processing machines and apparatus; cereal processing machines and
apparatus; barley press rollers; flour mills; rice or barley polishing machines; noodle making 
machines; barley splitting machines; milk homogenizing machines; cheese making machines; butter 
machines; meat processing machines and apparatus; sausage machines; meat mincers; machines 
for flaking dried fish meat; machines for making fish paste; canning machines; root slicing machines; 
soda pop making machines; tea processing machines; sugar making machines; bottling machines; 
mineral water making machines; vegetable grating machines; semiconductor wafer processing 
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machines; internal combustion engines (not for land vehicles); gasoline engines (not for land 
vehicles); mufflers for motors and engines; diesel engines (not for land vehicles); sparking plugs (not 
for land vehicles); kerosene engines (not for land vehicles); hot bulb engines (not for land vehicles); 
steam engines (not for land vehicles); steam marine engines (not for land vehicles); steam land 
engines (not for land vehicles); jet engines (not for land vehicles); turbojet engines (not for land 
vehicles); turboprop engines (not for land vehicles); ramjet engines (not for land vehicles); rocket 
engines (not for land vehicles); turbines (not for land vehicles); gas turbines (not for land vehicles); 
air turbines (not for land vehicles); steam turbines (not for land vehicles); hydraulic turbines (not for 
land vehicles); compressed air engines (not for land vehicles); fans for motors and engines; nuclear 
prime movers; hydraulic turbines; pumps (not for specified purposes); centrifugal pumps (not for 
specified purposes); reciprocating pumps (not for specified purposes); rotary pumps (not for specified 
purposes); vacuum pumps (not for specified purposes); axial flow pumps (not for specified purposes); 
mixed flow pumps (not for specified purposes); reciprocating vacuum pumps (not for specified 
purposes); rotary vacuum pumps (not for specified purposes); diffusion pumps (not for specified 
purposes); blowers (not for specified purposes); centrifugal blowers (not for specified purposes); 
rotary blowers (not for specified purposes); axial flow blowers (not for specified purposes); turbo 
blowers (not for specified purposes); compressors (not for specified purposes); centrifugal 
compressors (not for specified purposes); reciprocating compressors (not for specified purposes); 
rotary compressors (not for specified purposes); axial flow compressors (not for specified purposes); 
turbo compressors (not for specified purposes); power-operated lifts for parking land vehicles; whisks 
for industrial purposes; linear motors for controlling automatic sliding doors set up in electric railcars 
or on platforms; stamping machines; geothermal electric generators; thermal electric generators; 
hydro electric generators; wind-powered electric generators; turbine generators; emergency power 
generators; pneumatic opening and closing apparatus for doors for railway cars; hydraulic opening 
and closing apparatus for doors for railway cars; aerated beverages making machines; aerated water 
making apparatus; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; motors, electric, for ships; 
servo motors; electromechanical controls for operating machines and motors by means of current 
control; steam engine boilers; electric arc welding apparatus; electric metal cutting apparatus (by arc, 
gas or plasma); electric welding apparatus; vending machines; gasoline pumps for service stations; 
display panels, control panels and keypads for petrol pumps; electric door openers; air preheaters 
(for industrial purposes); steam superheaters (for industrial purposes); attemperators (steam 
desuperheaters); stokers (coal suppliers); ash removing apparatus (ash ejectors for boilers); ice 
cream making machines; confectionery making machines; powdered milk making machines; 
condensed milk making machines; all included in Class 7.

class : 7—cont.
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CLASS : 8 

2012059774         07 December 2012 

By consent of the registered propreitor of the trade mark 
no: 06012363

JIANGSU DONGCHENG POWER TOOLS CO., LTD.;
INDUSTRIAL PARK, TIANFEN TOWN, QIDONG CITY, 
JIANGSU 226244, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

AGENT: Herlina Khamisiah Sauli, Tiger Intellectual Sdn 
Bhd Suite 2.16, Desa Complex Jalan Kepong 52100 
Kuala Lumpur 

Hand tools, hand-operated; bushhammers; pickhammers; cattle marking tools; harpoons; electric nail 
files; wrenches [hand tools]; spanners [hand tools]; pliers; drills [hand tools]; chisels [hand tools]; 
hammers [hand tools]; screwdrivers; files [hand tools]; knives [hand tools]; bits [hand tools]; cutting 
tools [hand tools]; saw blades [parts of hand tools]; emery grinding wheels; agricultural implements, 
hand-operated; garden tools, hand-operated; lifting jacks, hand-operated; riveters [hand tools]; 
graving tools [hand tools]; shears; scissors; blades [hand tools]; sabres; sugar tongs; all included in 
Class 8.

CLASS : 8 

2013055007         28 May 2013 

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letters 'a'.

LAI CHEE MENG; NO. 91, JALAN DESA 4/2, BANDAR 
COUNTRY HOMES, 48000, RAWANG, SELANGOR 
MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Chong Han Kwang, CIMAGE Sdn Bhd DT 
3658-1, Jalan Angkasa Nuri 21 Taman Angkasa Nuri 
76100 Melaka 

Bill-hooks; chisels; cleavers; crimping irons; crow bars; curling tongs; cutter bars; cutting tools [hand 
tools]; cutlery; drill holders [hand tools]; drills; extension pieces for braces for screwtaps; hand pumps; 
hand tools and implements (hand-operated); hex keys, wrenches & others; impact accessories; 
impact socket sets; nail extractors; nail files; nail files, electric; nail nippers; nail punches; needle files; 
needle-threaders; oyster openers; palette knives; paring irons [hand tools]; paring knives; pincers; 
plane irons; planes; pliers; razor blades; razor cases; razor strops; ratchet handles; razors; screw 
stocks [hand tools]; screw-thread cutters [hand tools]; screwdrivers & bits; side arms; side arms, other 
than firearms; stone hammers; sockets & bit sockets; socket & wrench sets; tongs; tube cutters [hand 
tools]; tube cutting instruments; tool trolley sets; water-tap; weeding forks [hand tools]; whetstone 
holders; wire stretchers [hand tools]; wrenches [hand tools]; wrenches & pliers; all included in Class 
8.
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CLASS : 9 

06020847         15 November 2006 

LEE HOE ELECTRICAL & TRADING SDN. BHD.;
WISMA LEE HOE, NO. 16, PERSIARAN DAGANG, 
BANDAR SRI DAMANSARA, 52200, WILAYAH 
PERSEKUTUAN KUALA LUMPUR MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Narayanan a/l Arunachalam, Nara' s Secretarial 
Services No. 24, Jalan Desa 3/8 Taman Desa Country 
Homes 48000 Rawang 

Electric door bell, antenna, signalling apparatus, signalling apparatus using fluorescent lamps, 
signalling instruments, signalling lamps, signalling lanterns, signals (transmitters of electronic-), circuit 
breakers, electrical soldering irons, electrical soldering instruments, apparatus for soldering, electrical 
soldering bits, apparatus for connecting electronics, suspension rails (electrified) for electrical lighting 
fixtures, fittings for making electrical connection to exposed electrical conductors, electronic 
components, aerial converters, electrical converters, electrical wires, electronic switches, electrical 
switches, voltage regulators; all included in Class 9.

CLASS : 9 

07002679         13 February 2007 

The translation and transliteration of the chinese 
characters of which the mark consists is "huang li yao 
fang"meaning "huang and li dispensary".

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the chinese characters meaning 
“dispensary”

Advertisement signboards (luminous); light signboards, 
metal signboards (electric); outdoor signboards of metal 
(luminous); all included in Class 9.

NEW-WEST MANAGEMENT SDN. BHD.; 1003 & 1006, 
BLOCK A, MENARA PJ AMCORP TRADE CENTRE,18 
JALAN PERSIARAN BARAT 46050, PETALING JAYA, 
SELANGOR MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Arfah Binti Pahron, A. Q. Saqti & Associates 
AQSA Chambers, Lot B2-1-36 & 38 Jalan Pinggiran 1/3, 
Taman Pinggiran Putra, Seksyen 1 43300 Seri 
Kembangan 
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CLASS : 9 

2012003092         27 February 2012 

International priority date claimed : 17 February 
2012,
Hong Kong 
Advertisement of a series of 2 trade marks

The first trade mark in the series is limited to the 
colours as shown in the representation on the form of 
application.

The transliteration and translation of the chinese 
characters appearing in the mark is “bao gu tai”
meaning “popcorn channel”.

Starbucks (HK) Limited; 41st Floor, PCCW Tower 
Taikoo Place, 979 King's Road Quarry Bay , HONG 
KONG 

AGENT: Chew Phye Keat, Raja, Darryl & Loh 18th 
Floor, Wisma Sime Darby Jalan Raja Laut 50350 
Kuala Lumpur 

Voice mail system; telephone dialling apparatus by vocal synthesizer; answering machine; telephone 
answering apparatus; automatic answering apparatus for communications apparatus; computer 
programs; computer software supplied on the internet; on-line electronic publications (downloadable 
from the internet or a computer network or a computer database); computers; computer hardware, 
firmware and software: computer peripherals; electronic and computer games, games programs, 
game cartridges and entertainment consoles; scientific, surveying, electric, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for recording, receiving, transmitting and/or 
reproducing data, information, pictures, images, and/or sound; satellites; satellite dishes; satellite 
apparatus; portable apparatus for receiving and sending satellite transmissions; satellite broadcasting 
instruments; satellite earth stations; satellite receivers; satellite television receiving apparatus; 
satellite communications equipment; satellite transceivers; target surveillance apparatus; satellite 
television transmission uplink scrambling apparatus; transmitting apparatus for satellite broadcast; 
receiving antennas for satellite broadcast; satellite boxes; satellite navigational apparatus; 
intercommunication satellites electronic television satellite apparatus; audiovisual apparatus for use 
in satellite; broadcasting satellite earth stations; digital point of sale material and electronic signage; 
satellite television signal scramblers; video conferencing apparatus; telephones, pagers, mobile 
phones, facsimile machines; apparatus and instruments for displaying and/or printing out data, 
information, pictures and/or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; video tapes, audio cassettes, compact discs, floppy discs, smart cards, 
electronic memory cards, recording discs, cd roms and dvd roms; data processing equipment; 
computer software for browsing and/or searching of data, or enabling browsing and/or searching on 
a computer network or the internet; cards, wires, discs and semiconductor devices carrying computer 
programs; telecommunications apparatus, instruments, networks and circuitry; cables, cable 
installations, optical fibres, optical communication apparatus and circuitry, all for telecommunication 
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purposes; electronic and computer apparatus and instruments for debiting and/or crediting financial 
accounts and/or for paying for goods or services; machine-readable debit and/or credit and/or charge 
cards; electronic and computer apparatus, instruments and software for communicating with 
computer networks and the world-wide web; computer software for connecting computer network 
users to design pages and sites on the world wide web; computer hardware and software for database 
management; computer hardware, firmware and software for decompressing digital media; television, 
radio, video and audio apparatus, equipment and devices; mp3 (moving picture experts group-1 audio 
layer 3) players; downloadable pictures, data, software, motion pictures and movies, none of the 
aforesaid featuring musical performances; computer software for event scheduling and for managing, 
viewing and editing address books and personal and professional contact information; apparatus for 
coding and decoding signals; apparatus for use in broadcasting, transmission, receiving, processing, 
reproducing, encoding and decoding of digital signals; electronic circuits and components all for 
processing, coding and decoding electronic radio frequency and optical signals; speech processors, 
amplifiers, receivers and transmitters; alarm systems; security cameras; mobile radio and television 
broadcasting units; cameras; video cameras; headphones; ear pieces; speakers; GPS (global 
positioning system) apparatus and equipment; computer, electronic and video games programmes 
and electronic equipment; liquid crystal displays for telecommunications and electronic equipment; 
set top box; remote control; mouse pads; integrated circuits; data storage programs; servers; web-
based online systems for booking satellite capacity and for the automated remote-control of satellite 
transmission equipment; and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; none of the aforementioned 
goods being electronic transmission recordings featuring musical performances; all included in Class 
9.

class : 9—cont.
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CLASS : 9 

2012051802         23 March 2012 

STARTECH.COM LTD.; 45 Artisans Crescent, 
London, Ontario, N5V 5E9, CANADA 

AGENT: Yap Kah Hong, Pyprus Sdn Bhd Suite 8.02, 
8th Floor, Plaza First Nationwide 161, Jalan Tun H. S. 
Lee 50000 Kuala Lumpur 

Computers and computer related products and accessories, namely, keyboard anti-static mats, data 
transmitters and receivers, print selector switches, auto data switches, network adapter cards, power 
surge protection bars, computer systems racks and stands, computer anti-static products, namely, 
anti-static table-top strips and wrist straps, computer repair tool kit comprising of screwdrivers, chip 
inserters, assemble tweezers, nut driver, torque screwdrivers, needle nose pliers, soldering iron, 
adjustable wrench and wire cutters, sold as a unit; portable hard disks, data and audio/video 
converters, data line boosters, line drivers, cpu adapters, data and audio/video signal boosters, data 
and audio/video splitter switches, power adapters to provide power to data devices, video splitters, 
data couplers, transceivers, power supplies, computer cases, i/o cards/computer expansion cards 
and adapters, fans and coolers, removable drive drawers/mobile racks, drive cases and enclosures, 
drive mounting brackets, blank digital storage media; computer and electronics screws and fasteners, 
internal pc speakers, serial ata i/o cards, computer cables, hard disk drive enclosures, computer 
batteries, power supplies, digital display interface (displayport) adapters, cables, switches, mount and 
changer, sound cards and adapters, storage controller cards, expansion slot conversion and 
extension, drive converters and adapters and duplicators, flash media card readers and adapters, 
hard drive docks and drawers and enclosures, laptop docking stations and shelves, wall mount racks 
and cabinets, open frame racks, rack mount products, namely, rackmount server cases, rackmount 
power switches, rackmount cable management panel, rackmount power strip, rackmount lcd console, 
mobile hard disk drive mobile racks, kvm (keyboard video mouse) data switches, kvm (keyboard video 
mouse) switch cables, kvm (keyboard video mouse) data switch extenders, computer racks and 
cabinets, usb and ieee 1394 cables and adapters, usb and cards, usb and hubs, usb and ieee 1394 
card readers, usb and ieee 1394 extenders, usb cables, networking cables, video/monitor cables, 
internal pc cables, i/o card back plates, audio/video and computer game cables, multiple data port 
extension cables, external power cables, printer cables, keyboard/mouse cables, serial/parallel 
peripheral cables, modem cables, data/computer interface gender changers and adapters, telephone 
cables/adapters, scsi cables; scsi terminators, data switches/switchboxes, data bulk wire and 
connectors, flat panel monitor cables, structured data wiring, ethernet network interface cards, 
wireless network adapters, ethernet network switches, ethernet media converters, routers, ethernet 
print servers, networking cables, video/av switches, video converters, video splitters, video extenders, 
audio/video cables and adapters; all included in Class 09.
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CLASS : 9 

2013012665         10 September 2013 

Computer programs and accompanying instruction manuals 
furnished as a unit therewith, for use in healthcare 
applications by healthcare providers and payers; all included 
in Class 9.

McKesson Corporation; One Post Street, 34th Floor San 
Francisco, California 94104, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AGENT: Patrick Mirandah, Patrick Mirandah Co. (M) Sdn. 
Bhd. Suite 3B-19-3, Plaza Sentral Jalan Stesen Sentral 5 
50470 Kuala Lumpur 

CLASS : 9 

2013014431         17 October 2013 

Intermedix Corporation (a Delaware corporation); Suite 
1000 6451 North Federal Highway Ft. Lauderdale 33308, 
FLORIDA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AGENT: Goh Mei Ling, Henry Goh & Co. Sdn. Bhd. 217, 
Jalan Imbi 55100 Kuala Lumpur 

Computer software for the collection of patient care information, the electronic transfer of patient care 
information, and the reporting of patient care information for the purposes of medical record 
management and billing; computer software for emergency healthcare billing services; computer 
software that provides web-based access to applications and services through a web operating 
system or portal interface; computer software that provides web-based access to applications and 
services through a web operating system or portal interface for medical emergencies, mass casualty 
events, and public health incidents providing comprehensive real-time communications, multi-media 
alerting, inventory resource allocation, volunteer registry management, patient and evacuee tracking,
and patient care records; computer hardware and software for electronic patient care reporting and 
comprehensive mobile data collection that allows for patient side documentation of critical incident 
information, validation, reporting modules, and to ensure accurate collection and reporting of all 
necessary data; computer hardware and software that provides web-based access to applications 
and services through a web operating system or portal interface for emergency fleet management, 
fleet tracking, and collaboration between public safety agencies; all included in Class 9.
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CLASS : 9 

2013050638         29 January 2013 

Diving apparatus; breathing apparatus for diving; diving 
boots; diving fins; diving gloves; diving instruments; diving 
snorkels; diving suits; diving weights; life vests; inflatable 
vests for use in diving; masks for diving; protective clothing 
for diving; regulators for use in diving; replacement nose 
pieces for diving apparatus; ear plugs (not medical purpose); 
ear plugs for divers; goggles; goggles for sports; goggles for 
swimmers; swim floats for safety purposes; all included in 
Class 9.

ARB WORLDWIDE CORPORATION SDN. BHD.; Lot 18 - 5, 
Setia Avenue, No. 2 Jalan Setia Prima S U 13/S Seksyen 
U13, Setia Alam 40170, Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia 

CLASS : 9 

2013051155         08 February 2013 

International priority date claimed : 10 August 2012,
European Union (Office For Harmonization In The Internal 
Market) - OHIM 

Midasplayer.com Ltd.; 16 Dufours Place London W1F 7SP 
, UNITED KINGDOM 

AGENT: Charmayne Ong Poh Yin, Skrine Unit No. 50-8-1, 
8th Floor, Wisma UOA Damansara 50 Jalan Dungun, 
Damansara Heights 50490 Kuala Lumpur 

Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; calculating machines, data 
processing equipment, computers; computer software; animated cartoons; audiovisual teaching 
apparatus; camcorders; cameras [photography]; cassette players; compact disc players; compact 
discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; computer game programs; computer 
keyboards; computer memory vices; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral 
devices; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
computer software, recorded; disks, magnetic; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; dvd players; electronic publications, downloadable; films, 
exposed; headphones; holograms; juke boxes, musical; laptop computers; magnetic data media; 
microphones; monitoring apparatus, electric; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer 
programs]; mouse pads; notebook computers; optical data media; optical discs; personal stereos; 
portable media players; portable telephones; record players; sound recording apparatus; sound 
recording carriers; sound reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; spectacle cases; 
spectacle frames; sunglasses; tape-recorders; teaching apparatus; telephone apparatus; television 
apparatus; usb flash drives; video cassettes; video game cartridges; video recorders; cases adapted 

CLASS : 9 

2013050638         29 January 2013 

Diving apparatus; breathing apparatus for diving; diving 
boots; diving fins; diving gloves; diving instruments; diving 
snorkels; diving suits; diving weights; life vests; inflatable 
vests for use in diving; masks for diving; protective clothing 
for diving; regulators for use in diving; replacement nose 
pieces for diving apparatus; ear plugs (not medical purpose); 
ear plugs for divers; goggles; goggles for sports; goggles for 
swimmers; swim floats for safety purposes; all included in 
Class 9.

ARB WORLDWIDE CORPORATION SDN. BHD.; Lot 18 - 5, 
Setia Avenue, No. 2 Jalan Setia Prima S U 13/S Seksyen 
U13, Setia Alam 40170, Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia 

CLASS : 9 

2013051155         08 February 2013 

International priority date claimed : 10 August 2012,
European Union (Office For Harmonization In The Internal 
Market) - OHIM 

Midasplayer.com Ltd.; 16 Dufours Place London W1F 7SP 
, UNITED KINGDOM 

AGENT: Charmayne Ong Poh Yin, Skrine Unit No. 50-8-1, 
8th Floor, Wisma UOA Damansara 50 Jalan Dungun, 
Damansara Heights 50490 Kuala Lumpur 

Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; calculating machines, data 
processing equipment, computers; computer software; animated cartoons; audiovisual teaching 
apparatus; camcorders; cameras [photography]; cassette players; compact disc players; compact 
discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; computer game programs; computer 
keyboards; computer memory vices; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral 
devices; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
computer software, recorded; disks, magnetic; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; dvd players; electronic publications, downloadable; films, 
exposed; headphones; holograms; juke boxes, musical; laptop computers; magnetic data media; 
microphones; monitoring apparatus, electric; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer 
programs]; mouse pads; notebook computers; optical data media; optical discs; personal stereos; 
portable media players; portable telephones; record players; sound recording apparatus; sound 
recording carriers; sound reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; spectacle cases; 
spectacle frames; sunglasses; tape-recorders; teaching apparatus; telephone apparatus; television 
apparatus; usb flash drives; video cassettes; video game cartridges; video recorders; cases adapted 

CLASS : 9 

2013050638         29 January 2013 

Diving apparatus; breathing apparatus for diving; diving 
boots; diving fins; diving gloves; diving instruments; diving 
snorkels; diving suits; diving weights; life vests; inflatable 
vests for use in diving; masks for diving; protective clothing 
for diving; regulators for use in diving; replacement nose 
pieces for diving apparatus; ear plugs (not medical purpose); 
ear plugs for divers; goggles; goggles for sports; goggles for 
swimmers; swim floats for safety purposes; all included in 
Class 9.

ARB WORLDWIDE CORPORATION SDN. BHD.; Lot 18 - 5, 
Setia Avenue, No. 2 Jalan Setia Prima S U 13/S Seksyen 
U13, Setia Alam 40170, Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia 

CLASS : 9 

2013051155         08 February 2013 

International priority date claimed : 10 August 2012,
European Union (Office For Harmonization In The Internal 
Market) - OHIM 

Midasplayer.com Ltd.; 16 Dufours Place London W1F 7SP 
, UNITED KINGDOM 

AGENT: Charmayne Ong Poh Yin, Skrine Unit No. 50-8-1, 
8th Floor, Wisma UOA Damansara 50 Jalan Dungun, 
Damansara Heights 50490 Kuala Lumpur 

Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; calculating machines, data 
processing equipment, computers; computer software; animated cartoons; audiovisual teaching 
apparatus; camcorders; cameras [photography]; cassette players; compact disc players; compact 
discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; computer game programs; computer 
keyboards; computer memory vices; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral 
devices; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
computer software, recorded; disks, magnetic; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; dvd players; electronic publications, downloadable; films, 
exposed; headphones; holograms; juke boxes, musical; laptop computers; magnetic data media; 
microphones; monitoring apparatus, electric; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer 
programs]; mouse pads; notebook computers; optical data media; optical discs; personal stereos; 
portable media players; portable telephones; record players; sound recording apparatus; sound 
recording carriers; sound reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; spectacle cases; 
spectacle frames; sunglasses; tape-recorders; teaching apparatus; telephone apparatus; television 
apparatus; usb flash drives; video cassettes; video game cartridges; video recorders; cases adapted 
for mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; computer games (software); computer 
game software; computer game entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable 
electronic games; video game software; interactive multimedia computer game programs; games 
software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; games software 
downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use on 
mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, 
tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software applications featuring computer games; all 
included in Class 9.

CLASS : 9 

2013053186         05 April 2013 

The trade mark is limited to the colours as shown in the 
representation on the form of application.

Accumulators, electric, for vehicles; armatures [electricity]; 
cables, electric; coils (electromagnetic-); commutators; 
current rectifiers; fuses; horns for loudspeakers; measuring 
instruments; regulating apparatus, electric; relays, electric; 
switches, electric; terminals [electricity]; transformers 
[electricity]; transistors [electronic]; voltage regulators for 
vehicles; all included in Class 9

NEW-STAR GENUINE PARTS CO., LTD.; 152-152/1 
TROKWATSAMNGAM, RAMA6 ROAD, RONGMUANG, 
PATUMWAN, BANGKOK, 10330, THAILAND 

AGENT: Yip Jiun Hann, TRADEMARK2U Sdn Bhd No. 1, 
Block C, Jalan Dataran SD 1 Dataran SD PJU 9, Bandar Sri 
Damansara 52200 Kuala Lumpur 

for mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; computer games (software); computer 
game software; computer game entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable 
electronic games; video game software; interactive multimedia computer game programs; games 
software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; games software 
downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use on 
mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, 
tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software applications featuring computer games; all 
included in Class 9.

CLASS : 9 

2013053186         05 April 2013 

The trade mark is limited to the colours as shown in the 
representation on the form of application.

Accumulators, electric, for vehicles; armatures [electricity]; 
cables, electric; coils (electromagnetic-); commutators; 
current rectifiers; fuses; horns for loudspeakers; measuring 
instruments; regulating apparatus, electric; relays, electric; 
switches, electric; terminals [electricity]; transformers 
[electricity]; transistors [electronic]; voltage regulators for 
vehicles; all included in Class 9

NEW-STAR GENUINE PARTS CO., LTD.; 152-152/1 
TROKWATSAMNGAM, RAMA6 ROAD, RONGMUANG, 
PATUMWAN, BANGKOK, 10330, THAILAND 

AGENT: Yip Jiun Hann, TRADEMARK2U Sdn Bhd No. 1, 
Block C, Jalan Dataran SD 1 Dataran SD PJU 9, Bandar Sri 
Damansara 52200 Kuala Lumpur 
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for mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; computer games (software); computer 
game software; computer game entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable 
electronic games; video game software; interactive multimedia computer game programs; games 
software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; games software 
downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use on 
mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, 
tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software applications featuring computer games; all 
included in Class 9.

CLASS : 9 

2013053186         05 April 2013 

The trade mark is limited to the colours as shown in the 
representation on the form of application.

Accumulators, electric, for vehicles; armatures [electricity]; 
cables, electric; coils (electromagnetic-); commutators; 
current rectifiers; fuses; horns for loudspeakers; measuring 
instruments; regulating apparatus, electric; relays, electric; 
switches, electric; terminals [electricity]; transformers 
[electricity]; transistors [electronic]; voltage regulators for 
vehicles; all included in Class 9

NEW-STAR GENUINE PARTS CO., LTD.; 152-152/1 
TROKWATSAMNGAM, RAMA6 ROAD, RONGMUANG, 
PATUMWAN, BANGKOK, 10330, THAILAND 

AGENT: Yip Jiun Hann, TRADEMARK2U Sdn Bhd No. 1, 
Block C, Jalan Dataran SD 1 Dataran SD PJU 9, Bandar Sri 
Damansara 52200 Kuala Lumpur 
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CLASS : 9 

2013055093         29 May 2013 

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word “electric”.

FUJI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.; 1-1, Tanabeshinden, Kawasaki-
ku, Kawasaki-shi, 210-9530, Kanagawa, JAPAN 

AGENT: Chew Phye Keat, Raja, Darryl & Loh 18th Floor, 
Wisma Sime Darby Jalan Raja Laut 50350 Kuala Lumpur 

Ozonisers (ozonators); electrolysers; cash registers; coin counting or sorting machines; electric sign 
boards for displaying target figures, current outputs or the like; photo-copying machines; drawing 
apparatus and instruments adapted for use with computers; time and date stamping machines; time 
clocks (time recording devices); punched card office machines; voting machines; postage stamp 
checking apparatus; gasoline gauges; coin-operated gates for car parking facilities; fire alarms; gas 
alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; photographic instruments and apparatus; cinematographic 
instruments and apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; measuring or testing machines and 
instruments; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase 
modifiers; batteries and cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers; electric wires and cables; 
telecommunication devices and apparatus; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; electric 
machines for detecting counterfeit coins; gas leak detectors; burglar alarms (other than for vehicles); 
standard unit measuring machines and apparatus; temperature indicators; gasometers; 
thermometers; water meters; balances; planimeters; derived unit measuring machines and apparatus; 
pressure gauges (manometers); level indicators; acoustic meters; tachometers; accelerometers; 
refractometers; luminous flux meters; photometers; altimeters; hygrometers; illumination meters; 
vibration meters; noisemeters; logs (measuring machines); speed indicators; calorimeters; 
viscosimeters; concentration meters; gravimeters; densimeters; dynamometers; flowmeters ; flatness 
testing machines and instruments; automatic pressure control machines and instruments; automatic 
liquid flow control machines and instruments; automatic fluid composition control machines and 
instruments; automatic liquid level control machines and instruments; automatic combustion control 
machines and instruments; distance measuring machines or apparatus (range finders); instruments 
for use in measuring/monitoring atmospheric and water pollution; gas analysers; radiation measuring 
apparatus; radiation monitors; timers for industrial purpose; high frequency apparatus; branch boxes 
(electricity); circuit breakers; condensers; distribution boards (electricity); electric circuit closers; 
electric connectors; electric current rectifiers; electric reactors; electric relays; electric resistors; 
electric safety fuses; electric switches; electric transformers; induction voltage regulators; inverters 
(electricity); lightning arresters; local switches; programmable controllers; electric power supply 
apparatus; electric meters; electrical contact devices; electric batteries, solar cells and batteries, fuel 
batteries; aeronautical radio communication machines and apparatus; automatic switching apparatus 
for telecommunication; cable transmission machines and apparatus; loran navigation machines and 
apparatus; manual switching apparatus for telecommunication; marine radio communication 
machines and apparatus; multichannel radio communication machines and apparatus for fixed 
stations; navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computers); portable radio communication 
machines and apparatus; portable telephone sets; radar machines and apparatus; radio beacon 
machines and apparatus; radio direction finders; radio wave receivers; radio wave transmitters; 
remote control telemetering machines and instruments; single channel radio communication 
machines and apparatus for fixed stations; telephone sets; telephone sets for intercommunication 
apparatus; television receivers; television transmitters; vehicular radio communication machines and 
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apparatus; digital cameras; video cameras (camcorders); cathode ray tubes; computers; computer 
peripherals; computer programs; cyclotrons (not for medical purposes); data processing and 
transmitting equipments and computers; echo sounders; electric discharge tubes other than for 
lighting; electron microscopes; electronic desk calculators; electronic door closing systems; 
electrostatic copying machines; geiger counters; high frequency welders; hydrophone machines and 
apparatus; industrial betatrons (not for medical use); industrial x-ray machines and apparatus (not for 
medical use); integrated circuits; large scale integrated circuits; magnetic object detectors; magnetic 
prospecting machines; photo sensitive tubes (phototubes); parts of photocopiers, namely, 
photosensitive member of electro photography for use in photocopying machines; rectifier tubes; 
seismic exploration machines and apparatus; semi-conductor elements, namely thermistors, diodes, 
transistors, metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors, insulated gate bipolar transistors; blank 
magnetic data carriers, recording disks, namely, compact disks, dvds, magneto optical disks, hard 
disks; shield cases for magnetic disks; ultrasonic flaw detectors; ultrasonic sensors; user-
programmable software installed in computers to control equipments, machines and robots used for 
industrial purposes; vacuum tubes; word processors; x-rays tubes (not for medical use); amplifiers; 
programmable operation touch panels with electric displays; ohmmeters; oscillographs 
(oscilloscopes); variometers; phase indicators; circuit testers; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical 
purposes; antenna parameter measuring apparatus; detectors (electric or magnetic meters and 
testers); galvanometers; ground detectors (electric leakage detectors); magnetometers; frequency 
meters; vacuum tube characteristic testers; watt hour meters; resistance measuring instruments; 
voltmeters; electric loss indicators; wavemeters; ammeters; wattmeters; wavelength meters; 
oscillators; capacity measures (electric or magnetic meters and testers); accumulator boxes; galvanic 
batteries; battery boxes; dry cells; photovoltaic cells; high tension batteries; wet cells; accumulator 
jars; batteries for lighting; battery jars; anode batteries; counters; gyrocompasses; thermostats; 
observation instruments; measuring apparatus; measuring devices, electric; indicators (electricity); 
battery chargers; chargers for electric batteries; dosimeters; indicator lights (for telecommunication 
apparatus); solar batteries; solar cells; radiation detectors; radiation monitors; electronic personal 
dosemeters; voltage stabilizers for wind and photovoltaic power generation; power conditioners that 
convert the direct current generated to alternating current; power monitoring and control systems; 
semiconductors; insulated gate bipolar transistors; metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors; 
watt-hour meters used to manage information regarding the supply and demand of electricity via a 
telecommunications network (smart meters); high-capacity rectifiers; uninterruptible power supplies; 
transformers for land vehicles; electric opening and closing apparatus for doors for railway cars; 
magnetic contactors, solid state contactors; automatic adjusting/regulating machines and 
instruments; automatic temperature control machines and instruments; automatic vacuum control 
machines and instruments; automatic calorie control machines and instruments; program control 
machines and instruments; electric converters; open wire transmission machines and apparatus; 
power-line transmission machines and apparatus; video frequency devices and apparatus; all 
included in Class 9.

class : 9—cont.
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CLASS : 9 

2013055206         30 May 2013 

Advertisement of a series of 2 trade marks

The second trade mark in the series is limited to the 
colours as shown in the representation on the form of 
application.

ECOSPARKS CO PTE. LTD.; 24 Sin Ming Lane, #08?100 
Midview City, 573970, SINGAPORE 

AGENT: Chew Kherk Ying, Wong & Partners 

Lighting transformers; drivers for led lightings; light source panels for liquid crystal displays; light-
emitting diodes (leds); optical fibres being light conducting filaments; light conducting filaments 
(optical fibres); light emitting diode displays and drivers; light exposure apparatus; light modulators, 
probes and sensors; light sensitive relays; light-emitting diodes for use in drivers; power supply 
apparatus [transformers]; electrical transformers for use with lighting; regulating transformers; 
transformer units; distribution transformers; voltage transformers; power supply units comprising 
transformers; power units [transformers]; apparatus for lighting control; disc drivers; software drivers; 
solid-state devices; solid-state memory devices; analogue to digital converters; switch-mode 
converter; adaptors for converting alternating current to direct current and adaptors for converting 
direct current to alternating current; integrated circuits; printed circuit boards; computer software; 
computer hardware; circuit boards; micro-circuits; substrated printed circuit boards; cable junctions 
for electric cables; electric junction boxes; electrical junction boxes; electricity junction boxes; junction 
boxes for electric wires; junction boxes for electrical circuits; junction boxes for electrical purposes; 
junction boxes for optical fibres; junction sleeves for electric cables; all included in Class 9.

CLASS : 9 

2013055507         07 June 2013 

International priority date claimed : 10 December 2012,
france

Spectacles, sunglasses and spectacle cases; phones, 
mobile phones, cases for mobile phones, holders adapted 
for mobile phones, laptop carrying cases, usb hardware, 
namely usb keys, headphones; all included in Class 9.

KENZO; 18 rue Vivienne, 75002 Paris , FRANCE 

AGENT: Wong Sai Fong, Shearn Delamore & Co. 7th 
Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong Hing No. 1, Leboh Ampang 
50100 Kuala Lumpur 

class : 9

class : 9
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CLASS : 9 

2013055703         13 June 2013 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED; 2200 UNIVERSITY 
AVENUE EAST WATERLOO, ONTARIO N2K 0A7 , 
CANADA 

AGENT: Karen Navamani Abraham, Shearn Delamore 
& Co. 7th. Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong Hing No. 1, 
Leboh Ampang 50100 Kuala Lumpur 

Apparatus for recording, transmission, processing or reproduction of data, sound or images; data 
processing equipment, computers; mobile computing and communication devices, namely, mobile 
phones, smartphones, personal digital assistants (pdas), tablet phones, tablet computers, mobile 
computers, and mobile apparatus for recording, transmission, processing or reproduction of data, 
sound or images; computer software; computer software for computing and communication devices 
in the nature of apparatus for recording, transmission, processing or reproduction of data, sound or 
images, data processing equipment, and computers, and mobile computing and communication 
devices in the nature of mobile phones, smartphones, personal digital assistants (pdas), tablet 
phones, tablet computers, mobile computers, and mobile apparatus for recording, transmission, 
processing or reproduction of data, sound or images; embedded computer software used as a feature 
found on the foregoing computing and communication devices and mobile computing and 
communication devices; embedded computer software for gps navigation used as a feature found on 
the foregoing computing and communication devices and mobile computing and communication 
devices; downloadable software for the foregoing computing and communication devices and mobile 
computing and communication devices; mobile application software for the foregoing computing and
communication devices and mobile computing and communication devices; downloadable 
entertainment content in the field of the foregoing computing and communication devices and mobile 
computing and communication devices, and goods/services therefor; downloadable entertainment 
content in the nature of games, themes, music, and video, in the field of the foregoing computing and 
communication devices and mobile computing and communication devices, and goods/services 
therefor; operating system software for the foregoing computing and communication devices and 
mobile computing and communication devices; enterprise software for the foregoing computing and 
communication devices and mobile computing and communication devices; software development 
kits for the foregoing computing and communication devices and mobile computing and 
communication devices; gps navigation software for the foregoing computing and communication 
devices and mobile computing and communication devices; accessories for the foregoing computing 
and communication devices and mobile computing and communication devices; accessories in the 
nature of batteries, chargers, headsets, earphones, devices for hands-free phone use, protective 
cases, carrying cases that may be worn, speakers, and charging cables, for the foregoing computing 
and communication devices and mobile computing and communication devices; parts and fittings in 
the nature of battery doors for the foregoing computing and communication devices and mobile 
computing and communication devices; parts and fittings for the foregoing computing and 
communication devices and mobile computing and communication devices; and magnetically 
encoded prepaid purchase cards and gift cards for the foregoing computing and communication 
devices and mobile computing and communication devices, and goods/services therefor; all included 
in Class 9.
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CLASS : 9 

2013056726         09 July 2013 

The transliteration of the chinese characters appearing in 
the mark is 'ding jie' meaning 'great' and 'victory', 
respectively.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the chinese character meaning 'great'.

Data Systems Consulting Co., Ltd.; 1-13 F., No. 222, 
Sec. 1, Jhongsing Road, Xindian District, New Taipei 
City, Taiwan, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

AGENT: Su Siew Ling, Zaid Ibrahim & Co. Level 19, 
Menara Milenium Jalan Damanlela, Pusat Bandar 
Damansara 50490 Kuala Lumpur 

Recorded computer programs [programs]; recorded computer operating programs; downloadable 
image files; electronic publications, downloadable optical discs; compact discs [read-only memory]; 
compact discs [audio-video]; cash registers; electronic tags for goods; scanners [data processing 
equipment]; bar code readers; processors [central processing units]; floppy disks; notebook 
computers; mouse [data processing equipment]; data processing apparatus; computers; interfaces 
for computers; printers for use with computers; computer memory devices; recorded computer 
software; computer peripheral devices; computer game programs; computer keyboards; monitors 
[computer programs] magnetic disks; magnetic tape units for computers; disk drives for computers; 
readers [data processing equipment]; monitors [computer hardware]; all included in Class 9.

CLASS : 9 

2013056915         15 July 2013 

International priority date claimed : 18 January 2013,
European Union (Office For Harmonization In The 
Internal Market) - OHIM 

Protective clothing, footwear, headgear; eyewear, 
spectacles, sunglasses, eye shades, eyewear cases; 
mouse mats; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; 
all included in Class 9.

John Henry Sharp; Coombe Cottage, Berendens Lane, 
CM13 3JB, Great Warley, UNITED KINGDOM 

AGENT: Chew Phye Keat, Raja, Darryl & Loh 18th Floor, 
Wisma Sime Darby Jalan Raja Laut 50350 Kuala Lumpur 
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CLASS : 9 

2013057405         23 July 2013 

International priority date claimed : 24 January 2013,
European Union (Office For Harmonization In The 
Internal Market) - OHIM 

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letter "s".

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.; 129, Samsung-ro, 
Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do ,, REPUBLIC 
OF KOREA 

AGENT: Karen Navamani Abraham, Shearn Delamore 
& Co. 7th. Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong Hing No. 1, 
Leboh Ampang 50100 Kuala Lumpur 

Audio amplifiers; audio components; audio speakers; blank universal serial bus (usb) flash memory 
drive; built-in wireless audio and video receivers and electronic docking stations for use with electronic 
book readers, tablet computers, mp3 players, mp4 players, mobile phones and smart phones; 
camcorders; computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players and handheld 
computers, namely, software for use in voice recognition; computer game software; computer 
monitors; computer network hubs, switches and routers; computer software for instant messaging, 
sending and receiving emails and contact information, schedule sharing and contents sharing; 
computer software for managing and organizing various digital reading contents, namely, digital 
electronic-books, digital electronic-newspapers, thesis, and digital electronic-magazines; computer 
software for personal information management; computer software for purchasing, downloading, 
playing or listening to music; computer software for purchasing, subscribing, downloading, playing or 
listening to digital reading contents, namely, digital electronic-books, digital electronics-newspapers, 
thesis and digital electronic-magazines and electronic games; computer software for use in recording, 
organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, audio files, video files and electronic games 
in connection with televisions, computers, music players, video players, media players and mobile 
phones; computer software for use with satellite and global positioning system (gps) navigation 
systems for navigation, route and trip planning, and electronic mapping; computer software for travel 
information systems for the provision or rendering of travel advice and for information concerning 
hotels, landmarks, museums, public transportation, restaurants and other information regarding travel 
and transport; computer software suggesting the most suitable pen-input applications for the mobile 
device; computer software to access internet and various applications; computer software to be used 
for viewing and downloading electronic maps; computer software embedded on portable phones 
and/or portable computers that allows users to play and download electronic games, listen to and 
download ring tones and music, and view and download screen savers and wallpapers; computer 
software to edit daily activities, address book, calendar, memos, and multimedia contents stored in 
mobile devices; computer software to enable authoring, posting, uploading, downloading, 
transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, playing, storing, organizing, showing, 
displaying, tagging, blogging and/or sharing electronic media and information over the internet, local 
area network or telecommunication network; computer software to enable users to program and 
distribute audio, video, text and other multimedia content, namely, music, concerts, videos, radio, 
television, news, sports, games, cultural events, and entertainment-related and educational programs 
via communication network; computer software to receive, transport, encode, decode, decrypt, 
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encrypt, transmit, multiplex, de-multiplex, and manipulate video and other data in digital format to 
deliver television and other video programming to appropriate video devices for distribution of 
television programming for viewing on television sets and computer monitors; computers; digital 
cameras; digital photo albums for displaying digital pictures, video clips and music; digital photo 
frames for displaying digital pictures, video clips and music; digital set-top boxes, namely, digital 
media receivers and decoders, cable television converters, ethernet streaming media converters; 
downloadable digital images, namely, photographic or video images in the field of architecture, ballet 
dancers, costumes, musical instruments, set designs, communication equipment, sound waves, 
political figures, poverty, germany, mountains, lakes, rock strata, soldiers, historical figures and 
places, courthouses, lawyers, court scenes, judges, criminals, manuscripts, books, book cover art, 
orchestras, rock bands, singers, guitar players, guitars, philosophers, printing presses, newspapers, 
newsrooms, laboratories, science labs, space, planets, galaxies, the moon, plants, space aliens, 
space ships, science fiction creatures, cars and computers; downloadable ring tones for mobile 
phones and tablet computers; dvd players; electronic whiteboards; facsimile machines; hard disk 
drives; intercom key phone terminals for connection to a telephone network; internet protocol phones; 
internet protocol private branch exchange (pbx) switchboards; key phone operating system software; 
key phone switch boards; local area network (lan) switches; mobile phone and tablet computer 
accessories, namely, batteries, electric battery chargers, data communication cables, headsets, ear 
phones, car chargers, leather cases adapted for mobile phones and tablet computers, hands frees 
kits and snap on cases adapted for mobile phones and tablet computers, stylus, audio decks, screen 
protective films and portable speakers; mobile phone operating system software; mobile telephones; 
mp3 players; mp4 players; network access server hardware; network access server operating 
software; optical disk drives; optical disk players; personal digital assistants (pdas); portable 
computers; printers for computers; semiconductors [chips]; smart phones; stereo audio speakers; 
stylus for portable electronic devices; tablet computer operating system software; tablet computers; 
telephones; telephones used as terminal devices for internet protocol (ip) private branch exchange 
(pbx); television receivers; three dimensional (3d) eyeglasses; wide area network (wan) routers; all 
included in Class 9.

class : 9—cont.
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CLASS : 9 

2013057706         30 July 2013 

International priority date claimed : 01 February 2013,
European Union (Office For Harmonization In The 
Internal Market) - OHIM 

The trade mark is limited to the colours as shown in the 
representation on the form of application.

King.Com Limited; 125/14 The Strand GZR 1027 
Gzira , MALTA 

AGENT: Charmayne Ong Poh Yin, Skrine Unit No. 50-
8-1, 8th Floor, Wisma UOA Damansara 50 Jalan 
Dungun, Damansara Heights 50490 Kuala Lumpur 

Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; calculating machines, data 
processing equipment, computers; computer software; animated cartoons; audiovisual teaching 
apparatus; camcorders; cameras [photography]; cassette players; compact disc players; compact 
discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; computer game programs; computer 
keyboards; computer memory devices; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral 
devices; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
computer software, recorded; disks, magnetic; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; dvd players; electronic publications, downloadable; films, 
exposed; headphones; holograms; juke boxes, musical; laptop computers; magnetic data media; 
microphones; monitoring apparatus, electric; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer 
programs]; mouse pads; notebook computers; optical data media; optical discs; personal stereos; 
portable media players; portable telephones; record players; sound recording apparatus; sound 
recording carriers; sound reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; spectacle cases; 
spectacle frames; sunglasses; tape-recorders; teaching apparatus; telephone apparatus; television 
apparatus; usb flash drives; video cassettes; video game cartridges; video recorders; cases for mobile 
phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; computer games (software); computer game 
software; computer game entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic 
games; video game software; interactive multimedia computer game programs; games software for 
use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; games software downloadable to 
mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use on mobile phones, 
tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; apps featuring computer games; all included in Class 9.
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CLASS : 9 

2013057746         31 July 2013 

The trade mark is limited to the colours as shown in the 
representation on the form of application

King.Com Limited; 125/14 The Strand GZR 1027 
Gzira , MALTA 

AGENT: Charmayne Ong Poh Yin, Skrine Unit No. 50-
8-1, 8th Floor, Wisma UOA Damansara 50 Jalan 
Dungun, Damansara Heights 50490 Kuala Lumpur 

Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; calculating machines, data 
processing equipment, computers; computer software; animated cartoons; audiovisual teaching 
apparatus; camcorders; cameras [photography]; cassette players; compact disc players; compact 
discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; computer game programs; computer 
keyboards; computer memory devices; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral 
devices; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
computer software, recorded; disks, magnetic; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; dvd players; electronic publications, downloadable; films, 
exposed; headphones; holograms; juke boxes, musical; laptop computers; magnetic data media; 
microphones; monitoring apparatus, electric; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer 
programs]; mouse pads; notebook computers; optical data media; optical discs; personal stereos; 
portable media players; portable telephones; record players; sound recording apparatus; sound 
recording carriers; sound reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; spectacle cases; 
spectacle frames; sunglasses; tape-recorders; teaching apparatus; telephone apparatus; television 
apparatus; usb flash drives; video cassettes; video game cartridges; video recorders; cases for mobile 
phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; computer games (software); computer game 
software; computer game entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic 
games; video game software; interactive multimedia computer game programs; games software for 
use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; games software downloadable to 
mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use on mobile phones, 
tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; apps featuring computer games; all included in Class 9.
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CLASS : 9 

2013058742         23 August 2013 

Genplus Pte Ltd; 2 Balestier Road, #04-665, Balestier 
Hill Shopping Centre 320002, SINGAPORE 

AGENT: Herlina Khamisiah Sauli, Tiger Intellectual Sdn 
Bhd Suite 2.16, Desa Complex Jalan Kepong 52100 
Kuala Lumpur 

Accumulator charging apparatus; accumulators, electric; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; 
apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus for accumulating electricity; 
apparatus for controlling the supply of electrical current; apparatus for joining electric apparatus to 
electric wires; apparatus for low power electrical engineering; apparatus for the control of electric 
current; apparatus for the supply of electricity; automotive electrical components; batteries; batteries 
for land vehicles; batteries for lighting; batteries, electric; batteries, electric, for vehicles; battery 
adaptors; battery charge indicators; battery charge monitors; battery chargers; battery packs; battery 
testers; battery testing apparatus; chargers for electric batteries; charging apparatus; consumer type 
nickel cadmium battery chargers; consumer type power supplies; consumer type rechargeable nickel 
cadmium batteries; control panels (electricity); control panels comprising electrical apparatus; control 
panels for electronic supervision; converters, electric; electric accumulators; electric apparatus for 
charging batteries; electric batteries; electric batteries for land vehicles; electric batteries for powering 
electric vehicles; electric batteries for use in air vehicles; electric batteries for water vehicles; electric 
battery chargers; electric converters; electric power converters; electric power line detectors; electric 
power storage apparatus; electric power supplies (other than generators); electric power supplies for 
electronic apparatus; electric power supply units; electric storage batteries; electrochemical batteries; 
inverters (electricity); power supply apparatus (batteries); power supply apparatus (rectifiers); power 
supply apparatus (transformers); power supply devices (batteries); power supply devices (rectifiers); 
power supply devices (transformers); power supply devices for battery chargers; power supply units 
(batteries); power supply units (rectifiers); power supply units (transformers); power units (batteries); 
power units (transformers); power units for supplying (other than generating) electrical current; 
rechargeable batteries; rechargeable cells; rechargeable dry batteries; reducers [electricity]; 
regulated power supply apparatus; regulating apparatus, electric; regulating transformers; solar 
batteries; solar batteries for domestic use; solar batteries for industrial use; solar cells for electricity 
generation; solar collectors for electricity generation; solar energy collectors for electricity generation; 
solar energy operating apparatus; solar panels for electricity generation; starter batteries for vehicles; 
static power converters; static power supply units; stationary batteries; storage batteries (electric); 
storage batteries for lighting; sunlight collecting apparatus for electricity generation; sunlight 
transmitting apparatus; switchboxes (electricity); switched mode power supply apparatus (electric); 
switching power supply apparatus; uninterruptable power supply apparatus; uninterruptable power 
supply instruments; uninterruptible power supply apparatus (battery); vehicle batteries; all included in 
Class 9.
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CLASS : 9 

2013063111         03 December 2013 

QUANTA COMPUTER INC.; No. 188, Wen Hwa 2nd 
Road, Kuei Shan Hsiang, Tao Yuan Hsien, TAIWAN, 
PROVINCE OF CHINA 

AGENT: Chew Kherk Ying, Wong & Partners Level 21, 
Suite 21.01, The Gardens South Tower Mid Valley City, 
Lingkaran Syed Putra 59200 Kuala Lumpur 

Personal computers; handheld electronic devices, namely, cellular telephones, handheld personal 
computers; tablet computers; computer keyboards; computer devices, namely, computer hardware, 
printed circuit boards (pcb); high performance computing (hpc) servers, graphic processing unit (gpu) 
servers; computer peripherals; data processors, computer data storage devices, namely, blank flash 
drives; hardware for computer network apparatus, namely, bridges, hubs, switches, routers, 
gateways, multiplayer switches, protocol converters; computer network hardware and software for 
setting up and configuring local area networks; computer network peripherals and electronic devices 
in the nature of computer network interface devices, local area networks (lan) computer cards for 
connecting portable computer devices to computer networks; network servers; central processing 
units for processing information, data, sound or images; computer data storage hardware, namely, 
just a bunch of disks (jbod), disk enclosure, network attached storage (nas), storage area network 
(san); multi-function general-purpose computer, internet and network servers, including but not limited 
to load balancers, web servers, mail servers, cache servers, database servers, application servers, 
storage servers, content delivery servers, network management servers, game servers, microservres, 
computing servers; computers; keyboard video mouse (kvm) switches; connectors for kvm switch; 
universal serial bus (usb) switches; computer interface cards; industrial computers; integrated circuit 
boards; computer hardware for use with a global computer network; standardized or customized 
frame or enclosure such as rack, built with centralized power supply units, batteries, uninterruptible 
power supply (ups), and fan modules for mounting multiple equipment modules such s server 
modules, storage modules and switches; computer software for use in rack servers management and 
computer management; networking storages in the nature of computer backup and storage systems 
with multiple removable raid cartridges; rack servers; server appliances; computer networking 
apparatus, namely, routers, bridges, switches, hubs, multilayer switches, ethernet switches, 
enterprise switches, protocol converters, bridge routers; all included in Class 9.
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CLASS : 9 

2014002741         12 March 2014 

International priority date claimed : 10 March 2014,
European Union (Office For Harmonization In The Internal 
Market) - OHIM 

FATH GmbH; Am Dillhof 14 D-63863 Eschau Hobbach , 
GERMANY 

AGENT: Gerald Peter Samuel, Marks & Clerk (Malaysia) Sdn 
Bhd P.O. Box 11182 50738 Kuala Lumpur 

Electric and electronic apparatus, devices instruments, components for the generation, transmission, 
distribution and industrial use of electric energy, and for traction and telecommunications engineering; 
electronic control systems; computers, microprocessors, electronic data processing apparatus 
comprising visual display units and printers; computer programs, software tools; cables, conductors, 
wires, overhead power transmission lines, data communication cables and systems; magnets; 
transformers; switchgear, circuit breakers, disconnecters, fuses, switchboards, contactors, push 
buttons, plugs, sockets, bushings, microswitches and sensors; instrument transformers; surge 
arresters; electric metering apparatus; control and protection equipment for electric networks; relays; 
reactive power compensators; electric capacitors, electric reactors, electric converters and inverters; 
electric isolators, semiconductor elements, semiconductor switches, thyristors, transistors, integrated 
circuits; water meters, energy meters, process analytics equipment; electric power supplies for railway 
applications, systems for automatic train protection and control; telecommunication products, 
telephone sets, radio link systems, satellite communication systems; electric and electronic products 
for the automobile industry; equipment for electric road vehicles; fuel cells and batteries; welding and 
soldering machines; electrolysing plants and their components; superconductors; electrical high 
voltage direct current power transmission units; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving 
apparatus and instruments; teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 
equipment and computers; measuring equipment and apparatus, in particular in relation to pressure, 
absolute pressure, differential pressure, temperature, quantity, in particular flow volume, humidity, 
force, acceleration, path, angle, speed, density or level; manometers, mano-vacuum meters, 
barometers, altimeters, thermometers (not for medical purposes), thermo-hydrometers, hydrometers, 
pressure sensors, flow meters, pressure gauges (measuring apparatus), measuring converters 
(measuring apparatus); electric measuring transducers with electronic output signals, in particular 
pressure measuring transducers, differential pressure transducers, level measuring transducers, 
remote indicators, control and regulating apparatus, flow monitors (checking apparatus), electric 
relays, electric contactors, position controllers; electric and fluidic equipment and apparatus (included 
in Class 9), namely electric supply apparatus, electrical amplifiers, electrical circuitry, electric circuit 
elements and recording apparatus; calibrators and calibration devices, in particular pressure 
compensators; switches (electric), in particular pressure switches, limit switches, level switches, non-
contact magnetic switches, optical, inductive and capacitive switches, electric switches designed as 
float switches, as motion detectors, as metal detectors; electric switching equipment for level control 
of liquids on the basis of the electrical conductivity of the liquid concerned; electric and electronic 
control apparatus for speed counting, speed control, stop-motion detecting, revolution-safety 
monitoring, level indication, limit monitoring, phase control, machine control and machine monitoring; 
electric and electronic control apparatus, time relays; measuring adapters; measuring equipment 
holders; all included in class 9.

CLASS : 9 

2014003089         19 March 2014 

Devices for protection of information and data, computer 
security means, devices for protection of access into 
computer networks, computer network access security 
means; electronic apparatus for control and protection of 
computer networks and means of communication from illegal 
access; devices for preventing unauthorised copying of 
programs, data bases and information or access thereof; 
software and computer programs for protection of information 
and ensuring information security; programs for preventing 
unauthorised access into information systems and data 
bases, illegal retreival, reviewing and copying of confidential 
information; programs for preventing information outflow and 
eliminating computer viruses; software for preventing illegal 
access to computer systems; programs for scanning and 
filtration of electronic mail; programs for online warnings on 
incidents in computer systems; all included in Class 9.

ZAO InfoWatch; 2-ya Zvenigorodskaya str. 13/41 123022, 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

AGENT: Bahari Yeow Tien Hong, Lee Hishammuddin Allen 
& Gledhill Level 16, Menara Tokio Marine Life 189, Jalan Tun 
Razak 50400 Kuala Lumpur 
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monitoring, level indication, limit monitoring, phase control, machine control and machine monitoring; 
electric and electronic control apparatus, time relays; measuring adapters; measuring equipment 
holders; all included in class 9.

CLASS : 9 

2014003089         19 March 2014 

Devices for protection of information and data, computer 
security means, devices for protection of access into 
computer networks, computer network access security 
means; electronic apparatus for control and protection of 
computer networks and means of communication from illegal 
access; devices for preventing unauthorised copying of 
programs, data bases and information or access thereof; 
software and computer programs for protection of information 
and ensuring information security; programs for preventing 
unauthorised access into information systems and data 
bases, illegal retreival, reviewing and copying of confidential 
information; programs for preventing information outflow and 
eliminating computer viruses; software for preventing illegal 
access to computer systems; programs for scanning and 
filtration of electronic mail; programs for online warnings on 
incidents in computer systems; all included in Class 9.

ZAO InfoWatch; 2-ya Zvenigorodskaya str. 13/41 123022, 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

AGENT: Bahari Yeow Tien Hong, Lee Hishammuddin Allen 
& Gledhill Level 16, Menara Tokio Marine Life 189, Jalan Tun 
Razak 50400 Kuala Lumpur 
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CLASS : 9 

2014003920         07 April 2014 

Curves International, Inc.; 100 Ritchie Road Waco 
Texas 76712 , UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AGENT: Bahari Yeow Tien Hong, Lee Hishammuddin 
Allen & Gledhill Level 16, Menara Tokio Marine Life 189, 
Jalan Tun Razak 50400 Kuala Lumpur 

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; cash 
registers; calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; weighing scales and 
machines; sports eyewear and glasses; goggles and eye protection wear for sports; sports whistles; 
computer software; interactive computer software; sunglasses; straps, chains and cases for 
sunglasses; mp3 players; pre-recorded cassettes, cd’s and dvd’s; data storage media; mouse mats; 
downloadable electronic publications; all included in Class 9.

CLASS : 9 

2014004356         17 April 2014 

International priority date claimed : 28 October 2013,
European Union (Office For Harmonization In The Internal 
Market) - OHIM 

Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, 
indicators and controllers; testing devices; scientific 
research and laboratory apparatus; automatic endoscope 
washer disinfector test kit for laboratory use; all included 
in Class 9.

Albert Browne Ltd.; 190 Waterside Road Leicester, LE5 
1QZ, England , UNITED KINGDOM 

AGENT: Zaharizan Ahmed Meah, Drewmarks Patents & 
Designs (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd 9th Floor, Bangunan Getah 
Asli (Menara) 148 Jalan Ampang 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
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CLASS : 14 

2013063967         20 December 2013 

Clocks; wristwatches; chronographs [watches]; boxes for 
timepieces; movements for clocks and watches; clocks and 
watches, electric; horological instruments; jewelry; alloys of 
precious metal; boxes of precious metal; works of art of 
precious metal; all included in Class 14.

SWITZERLAND NOBEL INT'L (H.K.) LIMITED ; Blk E 12/F 
Des Voeux Bldg 25 Des Voeux Road West HONG KONG 

AGENT: Herlina Khamisiah Sauli, Tiger Intellectual Sdn Bhd 
Suite 2.16, Desa Complex Jalan Kepong 52100 Kuala 
Lumpur 

CLASS : 14 

2014000245         06 January 2014 

International priority date claimed : 17 October 2013,
European Union (Office For Harmonization In The Internal 
Market) - OHIM 

Gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations 
thereof; jewellery; time instruments; other articles of precious 
metals and precious stones, and imitations thereof; statues 
and figurines; ornaments; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; 
precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals 
or coated therewith, not included in other Classes; 
horological and chronometric instruments; watches; clocks; 
imitation jewellery; alarm clocks; bracelets; brooches; 
necklaces; rings; earrings; chains; tie clips; tie pins; charms; 
cuff links; diamonds; diamond jewellery; pearl jewellery; 
jewellery made from precious stones; ornaments of precious 
metals; ornamental pins; cases and bags for jewellery and 
watches; key rings; medals; straps for wristwatches; watch 
chains; watch cases; and parts and fittings of all the aforesaid 
goods, included in the class; all included in class 14.

Autumnpaper Limited; 5th Floor Rear Suite Oakfield 
House, 35, Perrymount Road Haywards Heath, West Sussex 
RH16 3BW , UNITED KINGDOM 

AGENT: Patrick Mirandah, Patrick Mirandah Co. (M) Sdn. 
Bhd. Suite 3B-19-3, Plaza Sentral Jalan Stesen Sentral 5 
50470 Kuala Lumpur 
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CLASS : 16 

2014000717         16 January 2014 

Printed matter; printed publications; printed reports; books, 
manuals, magazines, newsletters, pamphlets and brochures; 
educational and instructional materials; all the aforesaid 
relating to strategic business planning, financial planning, 
business process planning and improvement, business 
management, and commercial intelligence in the energy, 
chemicals, metals, mining and commodities industries; all 
included in Class 16.

Wood Mackenzie Limited; 16 Charlotte Square Edinburgh 
EH2 4DF , UNITED KINGDOM 

AGENT: Gerald Peter Samuel, Marks & Clerk (M) Sdn Bhd 

CLASS : 16 

2014000978         23 January 2014 

Advertisement of a series of 2 trade marks

The first trade mark in the series is limited to the colours as 
shown in the representation on the form of application.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words “first” and “premier”.

Celcom Mobile Sdn Bhd; Level 5, Axiata Centre 9 Jalan 
Stesen Sentral 5 Kuala Lumpur Sentral 50470, KUALA 
LUMPUR, KUALA LUMPUR MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Mohamad Bustaman Hj Abdullah, Dato', Bustaman 
Lot C9-3, Jalan Selaman 1 Dataran Palma 68000 Ampang 

Advertisement materials of paper or cardboard; banners and signboards of paper and cardboards; 
posters and buntings of paper and cardboards; paper and paper articles; cardboard and cardboard 
articles; cards, forms; labels; office requisites, except furniture; pens, pencils, stationery-type 
portfolios, clipboards, desk sets, mounted and unmounted photographs, posters, memo pads, 
binders, paperweights, paper coasters, calendars, notebooks, portfolios, book covers, sticker books; 
greeting cards; flyers and informational flyers, printed matter and publications; stickers; newsletters, 
pamphlets, magazines, periodicals; books, instructional manuals, user guides and reference guides, 
all in the field of telecommunication systems, software and services including computer networks, 
wireless networks and the internet and access and equipment therefore; all included in Class 16.

class : 16
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CLASS : 18 

2014000805         20 January 2014 

The trade mark is limited to the colour as shown in the 
representation on the form of application.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letter "v".

Cross Company Inc.; 2-8, Saiwaicho, Kita-ku 
Okayama-shi, Okayama 700-0903 , JAPAN 

AGENT: Patrick Mirandah, Patrick Mirandah Co. (M) 
Sdn. Bhd. Suite 3B-19-3, Plaza Sentral Jalan Stesen 
Sentral 5 50470 Kuala Lumpur 

Attaché cases; backpacks; bags for sports; beach bags; boston bags; briefcases; business card cases 
in the nature of wallets; calling card cases in the nature of wallets; canvas bags for shopping; mesh 
bags for shopping; carry-on bags; coin purses; cosmetic bags sold empty; credit card cases; garment 
bags for travel; gladstone bags; gym bags; handbags; key cases of leather; card cases of leather; 
notecases of leather; pocket wallets; purses; rucksacks; school bags and satchels; shoulder bags; 
suitcases; tote bags; travelling bags; trunks being luggage; waist pouches; imitation leather; leather 
and fur, unworked or semi-worked; umbrellas; parasols; umbrella covers; all included in Class 18.

CLASS : 18 

2014000964         23 January 2014 

Kang Chok Peng; No. 6, Jalan Daya 12 Taman Daya, 
Kepong 52100, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Md. Noor Bin Rahmat, Minor IP Management 
And Consultancy 7C-3, 7th Floor, Wisma Pahlawan 
Jalan Sultan Sulaiman 50000 Kuala Lumpur 

Beach bags; bicycle bag (saddle bags); bags for campers; bags for climbers; carrying bags (other 
than disposable bags); cosmetics bags (not fitted); handbags; ladies handbags; net bags for 
shopping; school bags; sling bags; shopping bags; travelling bags; document bags; tote bags; 
backpacks; envelopes of leather for packing; billfolds; haversack; pouches of leather for packing; belt 
pouches; portfolios (other than stationery); purses; rucksacks; satchels; trunks (baggage); valises; 
wallets (pocket); cases for keys; attaché cases; briefcases; card cases (notecases); suitcase; vanity 
cases (not fitted); leather box; laces (leather-); parasols; straps (leather-); straps made of imitation 
leather; straps for skates; umbrellas; all included in Class 18.
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CLASS : 20 

2012016860         04 October 2012 

The trade mark is limited to the colours as shown in the 
representation on the form of application.

Sofas; chairs being office furniture; stools and bean 
bags in the nature of furniture; furniture units; all 
included in Class 20.

Ar Furniture Trading Sdn. Bhd.; Lot 234, Lorong 7D 
Kampung Baru Subang 40150, SHAH ALAM, 
SELANGOR MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Chung Chee Yien, NBS Intellectual Sdn. Bhd. 
I-3-3, Block I, Setiawalk, Persiaran Wawasan Pusat 
Bandar Puchong 47160 Puchong 

CLASS : 20 

2012052898         30 April 2012 

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'sitting de living'.

SIN LIAN LEE MANUFACTURING SDN BHD; LOT 
3855, LORONG 8D, KAMPUNG BARU SUBANG, 
40150, SHAH ALAM, SELANGOR MALAYSIA 

AGENT: Tee Lin Yik, Tee IP Sdn Bhd Suite 32-2, Jalan 
Dwitasik, Dataran Dwitasik Bandar Sri Permaisuri 
56000 Kuala Lumpur 

Advertising display boards (furniture); air cushions in the nature of furniture (not for medical purposes); 
antique furniture; apparatus stands (furniture); arbours (furniture); article storage; apparatus 
(furniture); articles of furniture adapted for use by children; articles of furniture for sale in kit form; 
articles of furniture in the form of rails; articles of furniture incorporating drawers articles of furniture 
made principally of non-metallic materials; assembled display units (furniture) audio racks (furniture) 
for use with audio equipment; auditorium furniture; back panels (parts of furniture); bank furniture; 
bathroom fittings in the nature of furniture; bathroom furniture; bean bags in the nature of furniture; 
bedroom furniture; benches (furniture); boards in the nature of furniture; book rests (furniture); book 
stands (furniture); book supports (furniture); boot trays (furniture); bouncers (furniture); brochure 
holders (furniture); bureaux (furniture); cabinets in the nature of furniture; camping furniture; cane 
furniture; canteen furniture; carts for computers (furniture) ;cashiers' lockers (furniture); chairs being 
furniture; chairs being office furniture check-out units being furniture; closet organisers (parts of 
furniture); clothes racks (furniture) coat racks (furniture); cocktail units (furniture); composable 
furniture; computer cabinets (furniture) computer furniture; computer workstations (furniture); 
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consignment shelving (furniture); consoles (furniture); consoles (furniture) for mounting units of 
electronic equipment; continuous transit shelving (furniture); corner units(furniture); counters 
(furniture); credenzas (furniture); cupboards being furniture; decorative edging strips of plastic for use 
with fitted furniture; decorative edging strips of plastic for use with furniture; decorative edging strips 
of wood for use with fitted furniture; decorative edging strips of wood for use with furniture; decorative 
wall plaques (furniture) not of textile; decorative wooden panels (furniture); desk racks 
(furniture);dinner wagons (furniture); disc cabinets(furniture); display apparatus in the nature of 
furniture; display fittings (furniture)of metal; display frames of metal (furniture); display furniture; 
display instruments (furniture); display panels in the nature of furniture; display screens (furniture); 
display stand (furniture) made of recycled materials, including cardboard and cardboard composites; 
display stands (furniture) made of substitutes for wood or plastic, including cardboard; display stand 
in the nature of furniture made of cardboard; display stands in the nature of furniture made of 
cardboard and cardboard composites; display units (furniture); dividing screen in the nature of 
furniture; domestic furniture; domestic furniture made of wood; door furniture made of plastics; door 
furniture made of stoneware; door furniture made of wood; doors for furniture; doors made of glass 
for furniture; doors made of metal for furniture; doors made of non-metallic materials for furniture; 
doors made of plastic for furniture; doors made of wood for furniture; doors made of wood for furniture; 
drawers for furniture; dressers (furniture); edging of plastic for furniture; ergonomic furniture; exhibition 
furniture; extruded plastics edge beadings for furniture; factory furniture; filing apparatus (furniture); 
filing cabinets in the nature of furniture; finished wooden boards adapted for use in making furniture; 
fire resistant upholstery materials for use in furniture; fire safe cabinets (furniture);fireproof or non-
fireproof safes (furniture); fitted bedroom furniture; fitted coverings for furniture; fitted furniture fitted 
furniture for housing audio visual equipment; fitted kitchen furniture; fixings; not of metal for furniture; 
flowers-stands (furniture); furniture; furniture adapted for use outdoors; furniture being convertible into 
beds; furniture cabinets; furniture casings; furniture casters, not of metal; furniture fittings, not of metal; 
furniture for babies; furniture for bathrooms; furniture for campers; furniture for camping; furniture for 
caravans; furniture for children; furniture for computers; furniture for conservatories; furniture for 
display purposes; furniture for domestic use; furniture for doors (non-metallic); furniture for exhibition 
purposes; furniture for filing purposes; furniture for indoor aquaria; furniture for indoor terraria; 
furniture for industrial use; furniture for invalid and disabled persons; furniture for kitchens; furniture 
for kitchens; furniture for motor homes; furniture for offices; furniture for sanitary purposes; furniture 
for shops; furniture for sitting; furniture for storage; furniture for stores; furniture for the bathroom; 
furniture for the bedroom; furniture for the encasing of sanitary apparatus; furniture for the home; 
furniture for the living room; furniture for the lounge; furniture for the storage of drawings; furniture for 
the storage of plans; furniture for use in auditoria; furniture for use in bars; furniture for use in 
conference rooms; furniture for use in educational institutions; furniture for use in greenhouses; 
furniture for use in relation to computers; furniture for use in rest rooms; furniture for use in sheds; 
furniture for use in the display of television apparatus; furniture for use in the display of video 
apparatus; furniture for use in the storage of television apparatus; furniture for use in the storage of 
video apparatus; furniture for use on patios; furniture incorporating beds; furniture made of plastics; 
furniture made of steel; furniture made of wood; furniture made principally of glass; furniture of metal; 
furniture of plastics material for bathrooms; furniture panels; furniture partitions of wood; furniture 
racks; furniture shelves; furniture units; furniture units comprising tables and seating units; furniture 
units for kitchens; furniture upholstered in leather or imitation leather; garden furniture; garden 
furniture made of aluminium; garden furniture made of metal; garden furniture manufactured from 
wood; guidance barriers (portable furniture for indoor use) ; hanging storage racks (furniture); hat 
racks (furniture); head-rests (furniture) ; height adjustable kitchen furniture; high seats (furniture); high 
stools (furniture); holders for brochures (in the nature of furniture); holders for display material
(furniture); hostess trolleys (furniture) household furniture ice storage shelves (furniture); ice storage 
shelves (furniture); index cabinets (furniture); indexing cabinets (furniture); indoor furniture; indoor 
window blinds (holland blinds) (furniture); indoor window blinds (insulating blinds) (furniture); indoor 
window blinds (roller blinds) (furniture); indoor window blinds (shades) (furniture); indoor window 
blinds (venetian blinds) (furniture); indoor window blinds (vertical blinds) (furniture); indoor window 
shades (furniture); inflatable furniture; integrated furniture; interior furniture made of plastics materials; 
joints for furniture; key cabinets (furniture); key cabinets (non-metallic, not furniture) key cabinets 
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(furniture); key cabinets (non-metallic, not furniture); key holders (furniture); key racks (furniture); 
kitchen furniture; kitchen furniture sold complete; kits of parts (sold complete) for assembly into 
furniture; laboratory furniture (other than especially adapted); latch furniture, not of metal; leather 
furniture; letter racks (furniture); linen cupboards (furniture); locker boxes (furniture); loudspeaker 
stands (furniture); made-to-measure frontages for existing furniture; magazine storage files (furniture); 
map lockers (furniture); metal cabinets (furniture); metal drawers (parts of furniture); metal furniture; 
metal laminated doors for furniture; metal office furniture; metal partitions, (furniture) made from 
interlocking panels; metal screens (furniture); metal shelving (furniture); metal wall units (furniture); 
miniature furniture made of wood; miniature furniture made of wood fibre; mirrors being items of 
furniture; mobile bar units (furniture) mobile display units (furniture); mobile partitions (furniture); 
mobile pedestals (furniture); mobile stools (furniture); mobile storage racks (furniture); modular 
bathroom furniture; modular desks (furniture); modular furniture units for use as work stations; 
modular racks (furniture) for storing video cassettes; modular shelving (furniture); moulded furniture 
parts made of wood fibre mats; mouldings for furniture; movable partition panels (furniture) movable 
screens (furniture); multiposition stands (furniture); multi-purpose stands (furniture); non metallic 
partitions, (furniture) made from interlocking panels; non-metallic connecting elements for furniture; 
non-metallic corner beads for furniture; non-metallic door furniture; non-metallic feet for furniture; non-
metallic fittings for furniture; non-metallic furniture (other than specially made for medical or laboratory 
use); non-metallic furniture casters; non-metallic furniture ferrules; non-metallic furniture fittings; non-
metallic furniture joints; non-metallic furniture locks; non-metallic furniture supports; non-metallic 
laminated doors for furniture; non-metallic laminated tops for furniture; non-metallic laminated work 
surfaces for furniture; non-metallic partitioning, (furniture); non-metallic partitions (furniture); non-
metallic partitions, (furniture); non-metallic parts of furniture; non-metallic racks (furniture) for use in 
storage; non-metallic removable partitions (furniture) for office use; non-metallic security cabinets 
(furniture); non-metallic shelves (furniture); non-metallic sliding doors for furniture; non-metallic 
storage racks (furniture); non-metallic wall shelves (furniture); non-metallic window furniture; 
numerals made of plastics for furniture; nursery furniture nursery furniture for use by children; nursery 
furniture for use by infants; office furniture; office furniture adapted for use in filing; office requisites 
(furniture); office trolleys being articles of furniture; outdoor furniture; padded furniture; panelling for 
furniture; panels being parts of furniture; partitioning of metal (furniture); partitions (screens) in the 
nature of furniture; partitions in the nature of furniture; partitions of metal (furniture); partitions of 
plastics (furniture); partitions of wood (furniture); partitions of wood for furniture; patio furniture; 
pedestal storage units (furniture); pedestal units (furniture); pedestals (furniture); personal computer 
work stations (furniture); picnic units (furniture); plastic-coated chipboard for furniture; point of sale 
displays (furniture); portable partitions (furniture); portable sales display units (furniture); portable 
work surfaces (furniture); portable writing surfaces (furniture); potato bins (furniture); pouffes 
(furniture); prefabricated doors of metal for furniture; prefabricated doors of wood for furniture; 
prefabricated shelves (furniture); printer stands (furniture); protective coverings for furniture (fitted); 
protective coverings for furniture (shaped); protective covers for furniture (fitted); protective covers for 
furniture (shaped) rack bars (furniture); racking (furniture); racks (furniture); racks (furniture) for casks; 
racks being furniture made of non-metallic materials; racks being furniture of metal; relocatable metal 
storage racks (furniture); relocatable non-metallic storage racks (furniture); removable partitions 
(furniture) of metal; removable partitions (furniture) of metal for dividing office space; replacement 
seat covers (fitted) for furniture; rollers (casters), not of metal for furniture; room divider panels 
(furniture); rotating stands (furniture); sales counters (furniture); school furniture; screens (furniture); 
screens (furniture) for display purposes; screens (furniture) for use as room dividers in offices; screens 
for use as screen walls (furniture); screens in the nature of furniture for use as room dividers; seat 
covers (shaped) for furniture; seat pads being parts of furniture; sectional metal units (furniture); 
sectional non-metallic units (furniture); sections of panelling for furniture; security cabinets (furniture); 
security units (furniture) of metal; security units (furniture), not of metal; serving trolleys in the nature 
of furniture; shaped covers for furniture; shelf dividers of metal (parts of furniture); shelf supports of 
metal (parts of furniture); shelf units (furniture); shelves (furniture); shelves being nursery furniture; 
shelves for filing-cabinets (furniture); shelves in the nature of furniture; shelves of metal (furniture); 
shelves of non-metallic materials (furniture); shelving apparatus (furniture); shelving frames of metal 
(furniture); shelving frames, not of metal (furniture); shelving made of metal (furniture); shop fixtures 
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(furniture); shop furniture; shelves (furniture); shelves being nursery furniture; shelves for filing-
cabinets (furniture); shelves in the nature of furniture; shelves of metal (furniture); shelves of non-
metallic materials (furniture); shelving apparatus (furniture); shelving frames of metal (furniture); 
shelving frames, not of metal (furniture); shelving made of metal (furniture); shop fixtures (furniture); 
shop furniture; shop furniture for use in displaying cards; showcases (furniture); single leaf screens 
(furniture); sink units (kitchen furniture); slatted furniture; sliding dividers (furniture partitions) for 
rooms; sliding doors for furniture; sorting units (furniture) in the form of racking; soundproof cabinets 
(furniture); space dividers (furniture); stackable furniture; stands (furniture) for indoor aquaria stands 
(furniture) for telephones; stands (furniture) for use with television; stands for computers being articles 
of office furniture; stationery cabinets (furniture); steel hinged doors (parts of furniture); step stools 
(furniture); storage apparatus (furniture); storage baskets (furniture); storage boxes (furniture); 
storage cabinets (furniture); storage cases (furniture); storage cupboards (furniture); storage drawers 
(furniture); storage frames (furniture); storage furniture; storage installations (furniture); storage 
modules (furniture); storage rails (furniture); storage shelves (furniture); storage units (furniture); ; 
street furniture made of plastic (other than structures); street furniture made of wood (other than 
structures); strips of plastic for protecting the edges of furniture; stuffed furniture; suites of furniture; 
support stands (furniture); swivel stands (furniture); tables in the nature of furniture; telephone stands 
(furniture); textile covers (fitted) for furniture; textile covers (shaped) for furniture; three piece suites 
(furniture); tilt doors for furniture; towel closets (furniture); transformable furniture; transparent doors 
for furniture; transparent doors of glass for furniture; traymobiles (furniture); trays being parts of shop 
display furniture; trestles (furniture); trolleys (furniture); trolleys for computers (furniture); units
(furniture); units (furniture) for display; upholstered convertible furniture; upholstered furniture; vanity 
unit bases being furniture adapted to support wash hand basins; vanity units (furniture); vanity units 
(furniture) adapted to support a wash hand basin; vanity units (furniture) for supporting a wash hand 
basin; wagons (trolleys) (furniture); wall partitions (furniture); wall screening (furniture) for offices ; 
wall shelves (furniture); wall shelves (furniture) of metal; wall shelves (furniture) of non-metallic 
materials; wall units (furniture); washstands (furniture); waste bins (furniture); wine racks (furniture); 
wood fibre mats for moulded furniture parts; wood surrounds (furniture) for electric apparatus; wood 
surrounds (furniture) for electronic apparatus; wood work panels for furniture; wooden furniture; 
wooden panels for furniture; wooden pieces of furniture; wooden racks (furniture); wooden shelving 
(furniture); work counters (furniture); work stations (furniture); work stations (furniture) incorporating 
storage space; work stations (furniture) incorporating work surfaces; work surfaces in the nature of 
furniture; work tops (furniture); work units for under-bar furniture; woven timber blinds (furniture); all 
included in Class 20.
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CLASS : 21 

2012055435         18 July 2012 

Containers; containers for household or kitchen use; 
containers of plastic for household use; insulated containers 
and bags for holding foodstuffs, beverages, ice; heat 
insulated containers; closures for containers for household 
use; bottles; drink bottles including heat insulated drink 
bottles; lunch boxes including heat insulated lunch boxes; 
kitchen utensils; parts and accessories included in this Class 
for the foregoing; all included in class 21.

SISTEMA PLASTICS LIMITED ; 80 Hugo Johnston Drive 
Penrose, Auckland 1061,, NEW ZEALAND 

AGENT: Lim Yean Yean, Wong Jin Nee & Teo 13A - 5 Level 
13A, Menara Milenium 8, Jalan Damanlela, Bukit Damansara 
50490 Kuala Lumpur 

CLASS : 21 

2012056794         03 September 2012 

Advertisement of a series of 2 trade marks

The first trade mark in the series is limited to the colours as 
shown in the representation on the form of application

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the numeral ‘5’.

The Procter & Gamble Company; One Procter & Gamble 
Plaza Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 , UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA 

AGENT: Chew Kherk Ying, Wong & Partners Level 21, Suite 
21.01, The Gardens South Tower Mid Valley City, Lingkaran 
Syed Putra 59200 Kuala Lumpur 

Brushes for human body, brushes for cleaning teeth and gums, carrying case for toothbrushes, mouth 
rinsing mugs, toothbrushes; electric toothbrushes; dental floss; toothpaste dispensers; polishing 
apparatus and machines for household purposes; powder compacts; toothpicks; replacement brush 
heads for toothbrushes; dental floss holders; inter-dental brushes, electric-operated toothbrushes, 
battery-operated toothbrushes, materials prepared for brush making; (non-electrical instruments and 
material included in this Class, all for cleaning purposes); parts and fittings in this class for the 
aforesaid goods; holders and dental dispenser, cloths for cleaning; cosmetic utensils; soap 
dispensers; combs and sponges for cleaning; all included in class 21.
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 ABDUL AZIZ BIN ISMAIL
 b.p. Pendaftar Cap Dagangan
 Malaysia
Hakcipta  Pencetak    H  
PERCET AKAN  NASIONAL   MALA YSIA   BERHAD 
Semua  Hak  T erpelihara.  T iada  mana-mana  bahagian  jua  daripada  penerbitan  ini  boleh  diterbitkan  semula  atau  disimpan  di  dalam  ben tuk 
yang  boleh  diperolehi  semula  atau  disiarkan  dalam  sebarang  bentuk  dengan  apa  jua  cara  elektronik,  mekanikal,  fotokopi,  rakaman  dan/ 
atau  sebaliknya  tanpa  mendapat  izin  daripada  Per cetakan  Nasional  Malaysia  Berhad  (Pencetak  kepada  Kerajaan  Malaysia  yang 
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